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GXAPTER L

6SYIM OF PATIMAL DIFFEME7TIAL I ,RMIOflS IN FUNCTIO!S OF TTO

VARIABLES

1. Introduction aid Interest in systems ot £irst

order, linear partial diffwant•al equation. for functions or two

variables has been concentrated in the past on Systaws of Latally

elliptic or of totally hyperbolic character. The greatest omont

of attention has gone, of course, to the Caux&iRix.rt= equations

in the plane or on a manifrod. ivond tVoese, TliJ.ert * I= discussed

a problem for syste of equations of the form

- - V au +b

Y+ - ou 4 dr

(Ux u etc.),* ab,cd being sufficiently smooth £fu ntions of

xsys in which boundary values of u are prescriliedi his methnd required

solution of certain Dirichlet and Neumm problawl for the Uaplacs

oquation. Little other work is known to ze an boundary problem

for elliptic systems of equations in two independent vzariahplca,

*See Jrij and also Wf. A. Huraitz L1] in whicoh f~ilbert's a aproach
is developed in greate~r dets1.

.. Petrovskii 1J (pp- 23-23) ree" to work of Z. ra, Shapiro and
of N. I. Slmonor in Whioh ,rodhobm equption. are derived for boundary
problems for elliptic system of e�yattons vith constant coefficiente.
It was not possible, howevoe., to solve these Fro&ola agmationa for
bounded donmins.



1pawlbone systems reoant&a have bown eztensivecj disouesed

partiocal y with referenoe to the CaIW' problm & O S MItSm

of equations of miind type appear to have drkamn &3nst no attention

xcept in a paper or T. Carlwn L11 an the uniquen us of the

CauclW probl=6

In t•ie present paper, aspects of general all.tic system of

linear eqjationn are discuiseds and a beginning is also attempted

of the devolopment of a general theory of systems of mizad type,

Tin attack ntem from a well known theorem about matripes bry use

of which ,' system of first order, linear, partial differential

eqaatiorn In two variables can be deomposed,, after linear trans-

formLtiom of the dependent variables and line reoombinations

of the equations, into subsystems of a small umber of shwply

diatingainihed '"canonical3 t~pee 0

*See L .Ofriedricha~l LI9 Couranzt and Lem Ell3, and the bib iapapI
preseted in Friedri'ohl article,

W. AL. 11urwits and T. Oarluan oleo have used such deoopo..tion•s
in the papers cited0

-t



The athod of the present pqper we based an this caoxical

deca2pouitian, Th am greatly aided by the fact that aw solution

of a canonical Matm, of equatlows can be espressed as a t

coWple nuiberj6  element of a commatative, associative alcebo *

hapter I is devoted p rimriy to thee mttere .

The ancond chapter in concerned ckmief3y i. th canonical ellipic

tr us of equations whic. may be asueds e after a ohaine of indeendent

'variables, to be of the form

I y i 7 x 7

7 1 I y I

x Y Y

,jr .,,r fg1

7 Y

* It• cop.lm numbers have previousl bean u•ed il the they of
parta differential equations for various pappoese. For their s>-

plicatiom to imortant kinds of sytem of qaatIom wUith sevena
indepwsa vairab~les, one the biaoq~in R. G. H&1±34t pape ti.J
Their use in gemmmlising the concepts of derivative and anm3.7tialit'
is diacusse4d and an exteinavd bibliovpW an this stbject, is prinante
by.J. A. Ward , ti 7 . B. Miaw LIJ has. amloed i I pwwqlet nouw
to •s •. partin differential equation. In ons faution of t
variables whn the characteristic determizut is a pow of a positive
definite qtmdutio form

*rThe.. t chapter includes also a discussion af the changes In
classif• ation effected by various method@ 6f redaotio of a eWAaton
of hishe' order in one im n function to a Veto=- of eqatLoa at

first order in swever ftpmwat variabl16



where &gbbo,od,,fg are. W ficient], reguaja faoU~ons of xZJG Integral

represmltational analogous to CaucoT's formila,, are derived for soalu-

tions of uuoh system of equational the solutione of the homogenwou

aquatioc= are represented. in tein. of wrbjtmy wana.t~io fumtiamw,
The ohapteris concluded with an C&A~dan Of a vaUlmcw thmore of

T. Carleman L1] on the VniTuMOW Of aclutiona of CmoW problem for

system of mixed lvperb*llA and .134tic tvpe.

Chap ber MI begom vL th a discusnion of bowmdexT problem fm

ealliptic 3y~teiw of eaptione. A M6401 prioniple is stated

* ~for. solutions of ellipvtic Wes=ei of the tom

% +mt .bw a 0

a mci b beig contimaou fmactioau of man from this follows & unique..

ness tbe~ave for certain bowundry probloem for coannical eullptic gWs-

t=of equations. The exists=* of so~aatinsu of witable bo~mdaz

proble f!or canonical ellipti qwtsgs of equations than Is dlaoumd

viththaiof tmidfheides eudevoped b .s4 & w 11. 23 and
0. QMrsd t31 In their studies of ellptic e*atcUn of second ordkr

In am =3M~M~ function. The pape 416 Vith IL theorea on the wdat...

ewce of a 6solutin of a uied. boimdaap. and iuta.vleproblem fmi
systew of mixed loprpbo~is and &UllPtIc t6Pe

* ~I a n1 ITlo wtb the w*214= areiaim t aW bharsoof
function all 3 + V,, u sad T bK ng aa"Wtry asemi fvtiam.0

_ _ U- -



P. MA.sVsication of diff eretial !fat o :et

be a linear dfferestiar frm.. Its prinipal part, defined as the

etim of the terma ofr highest order as P ( '~&
PsAId ) is called t c poaovr A of thi for

Such a form is classified accordiig to the factors of its characteitic

polynromial vich ame Irreducible in the real feld. I these factor

wre all quaidatic in A&,L the differential form ia called d~p

iti th factors ar a.. inear and m o two propartional the turn

* lo t o if thV am 3' arnd all matltle, it is be

otterise , the form is of ,,xed typ. An equation L.. is

said tobe of the tpe of thefo m

A somishat analogous lsifcto of qstrnu of linear first..

is based upon the chamrscts'Istic mtrlz

utiioh' in the region of the wblaeodmied, will &13W be asumid

not to have identiculbr vand~dng detuedzant, Thus, it or be fustbor

assumdp at least after a ratation In the gmiplmos that a n (ais)I

* c F if dotl(4 ' M With we *w afst

+ ith au*( o). Ar~4~S.)' 0ý. p A, o



N~on.-Parabo34c Systems 6

%be Wytou L~iu Is then c-3 3ed slVLAcS if th*ee mautay A*iiaE of

hyMR~rbo2±o if thW are all read vslxd anW SLzqle* ,aaOll if an2

the olowa~taz~y divisors fire rea~,.v2zgd and uiatip~es of S~ g

otb~wolso. The determinantb of the ohuaoterit4.c intriz In o&.Uad
i~icharacteristic determinant, and In In soloS was Szoog"u to the

characteristic po2arnomia1 o at linear diffauitial form Iin am un.

katiom furwtLon, Thus, a system. of foras Is ali~ptias I, and ui3U

if , the Irreducible factors of the. ahwnot&I&U. 1 stI inmzt Sze

* qrzadtic., For a aystem to be kWpeb*Uo1Io Lt La adeuffcito but not

n*0esea7., that the factors be &21 2inear and no too proport~anulp

and for it to be parsbolo it. is nwegessry,, but not sifficlait, that

t.:e tactors of the characteristic dstarAdnot be linear and ualtip6U,

A system of eqtaatioea Lu a ft is mai to be of the V~pe of the Mrss-

tMn of form Liu,

it in wonl -Io ** that the alauifoagLtuf at 4L lin fam' is

f unchanged bv non-siugular ocoordinate toWmsozm t~am The clauinlt.

c*AiOn Of A AVstIOm Of first-order f=05 La invariont to tbese aid

&Lso to linoar ta'mofortiof of the dqiendout vaftiables aid to

lierOOeona~timsa of Vie form comasiii tAe qstem, assindf

the trsueozrust~cm in euch case to be cs iag~r

The Avidfioune of this sohous a of esfota is anut 0@2ly

(2~) ~ u sux *bvua

** i.,, ~ !~1 TO"$ 1). 23.90 P.31,



Hn-Pz.arblic k-steiu -7-

ishow u isa aztrizi of the dependent vazlableav and

b is anru msatrix having the Jordon form.. Thung b is the dircet sust

b,(

b bI 2

I "c

b* 2.

a submatrl•8 of the type i

S(zy3

ifre the %( )v which will be assumed to be oontinwou in a do..

min R of the Q.wp9anes moy be. either h ee-.valusl or ooaflee.valusd

(non-reol) •.nR. L ri be the order of the mat.ix bi. and let÷" rl:+ N* '÷ >+ "+••

The givm Wotes of caprdons cm be then witten as

(W) Lk~k Uk + be (k-l...,.).

(2.2) k301 7



Non,-!arabolio SyaUme mD

We msrs in genieral,, assume thoeoluuiits of U1k to be reavalned.U9

if %, iv reals-va~ued,, c6mpl~z=-valued,, if c~i omplea.-vambd. in

the. 2,it~tw casoo witht "1' at PO in" (a" A 0), 7. . *

and rk+1 am r. the pyatem of f=wz (2. 2) hsa the coqpmezlts

U, Tk"V;'1) + iP(VW) . v + iW + (s +iz") (T' + iv) .

waeV vI v* r

Sacxating real1 &rid iriagiwry partze, we havre, *qivaezrt32v tbe

aystes

M M+v17

+ IBvy- ofý+ (=1

TZ .7

vhc eshall ______ th Lmcl omTU tuf a

13 1 efcd vW@ awbyat of ~1Oprs8±o" 1.1Lu *~l + 6v (a& non hlngUl) such

that the &-roved matrix C1bas z-gold nan.re-volved ohuractitijzat

rot.For 16ttIM Pbe ths atriz wh that b a I (A'lb)p Is of the

Jordan =2211l form, aind IntrodwUolu nW dqenimgt yWriabl bw T a p lu

of e t oforem ~ tuo
On te 1ofi (h2,1).O, omat(.) A h J-h fr*o



I£ Norm-ParaboUc Syste .9

S1"1rl. + ,ve. + r~j 1

t + te(tiptityp+

Such a (-l•hirh will be call.ed the _oan paraboUl fotM. > )'

the c•vntlofel fxremr Lu i n arformIr w AI yte of wwssio

SZirsthLe. (A no eolngomlar) esuch that the r-rofed (r o >I) vatiz'

orDeas one r nold rna nvalued lmtAacterisetic root ca be reduced to

Sthe canoncal parabollc formn by the mews that *ere used for ybstwn

felliptic' type.

mied type ac be reucted to an equivalent a"mta of the t4yp• o e ft

Is'4) rack , will e•,a can •- de• theaoil forlm. ofte system.t'

ay uidnrfsho, eyeo of eqainspz=f(;yu)il e wdio.aL be Ain + Biz alorm

if the sysey m of expiessiom Li is In canonical forme

3,, Reduction of oqjzations of hihe order to Mytesof a

of fir As wll. become evident, the theory of systwm of first-

order equations In n unralm ftmotions Is closely related to the theory

of no-th order eqUatons in mne function, An exact equivalence between

the tw such as exists in the theory' of ordinary differential equationse

in lackings, however., as can be seen from the follouing exampleas to

3olve the 1w~perbolio equation auxa + 2bt~* + av 1. a f (argbsosr constants

Matiafying so- <,0) prescribing u(00y) a A(y), im,(O~y) a 8(y),

vwhee A and B are requfred, sw,, to have oontinuos asecond derivativen.



Non-Parabolic Systems -1.0.

TtAA Gpecific pro1blem Is Indoedg equivalent to a problem1 fur' a uyuteii

ofV first-crdor ocrpatiomss to tIhwte, ýnsme~ys of solving.

U1 - VO Vy -W~x a 0 1 .Ox+2bVy+ cliN - 0

proscribirg U(08,Y) A~)V(Opy) a B~y)s W(O~y) a diL

Uniqwe solutlorls u(=,.y) of the first, and U(Zy), TCZy-), W(zoy) of the@

cc~oon prcb1mi tcrJlt,, and u(zpy) - U(x~y). The givmn coa=.r

ecqixatCcn ty itU001L! iE;, howw/er.0 not eqyi1ulant to the 47pt"a for if

W(O~) b prribd3  q as~ Cy)9 then U f4ail wt c-n3l to

coincids 11. th u bub Mani to satisfy the Sau= differential e~matiorj.

Coqputaticn ahcwas iu facst that aU_+ Zb1Tr + cU~j a f -cG'(y),

In the fortgoing emuple,, there is a uidque parirtal differeil-

tial eqiiatioi,, nmau3y~, aU3m 4 2bU__ +- ciY -08, uIfch U must sato-

Wroy It ezms however, be shown * that this situatior is exoepticvAsi

In gameral, each unimown function in a systm of first-ore eqj~t1amin

satisies - Iumtansoudly more than ame equation of hi~ier order.,

Thong the theel7 of equations in one function does not IM~Iude the

theox7 of systous of equations in several. functions.

S" 8 CourAzt-WibawbaVoL. 2, p. Us ppo" 46-4i7



NbibParabo2±o Systemsall

A specific equation in ams dependmnt variable, sq

the coefficients ar,, bpW f being asammd, to be continmoum fwUnoti

of x, y. can a~x~e be reduced to a q~ati of first or'der equation.

in thee som that arq so~u+Aon of (3j) furnishesa solution ofthe

teystsm In genaral8, such a rehotian con be, acoaq3iu in a vao

fication of the remaltinC wateme WS MWq, for ISWtanoe introduce

new functions vl through the equation
10 10 2D m-20O M400,

01o 10 11 20 21 0 a--21WT # If~Y 0# 4'Oi e S 0. eTx 9  Ty 01O

T02  11 12 . 21 *D9I21

*w** ... %one 1 a V n...V

0*u. 1 I a2

IQ~ so .th U -oc

*r- VF41 0#20 so*# a2)

vrz y -0 (r +a n sse..*awl ithzmr uzin tbrovo Osseo* Mb26
an a lp.@g3').

After the ingoalt~an of proper Initial condition, or

re (O trn 67m

(08I.



Won-Paraholia Systeme12

Ve iulud have vrOab OU--,HwvaWslta i 3

fiwrniahen a aolution of the vyatem a oisting of the equations (3.2)

together vith

(3'-3) ar,4-'-1r 03u41+ Z
For this uyut1 's& the ohamoactristic imtrix, its col~um arremZed 6

lable32d, in

2' I l 2 i O 3OvlV'w3 v-*v-*

a.)ra



Nou-?arabolio System .43-

F!enoe the oharactw.stic determirat of the s'3tem is the product

of the determinant

t7 a powr of • the pane- being equal to the total nmber of tf-

tiom vrs (0 r + a 4b.1) n1 3 to a(m.1 )/2. Hence* b•" a w12.

Imown result of determinant theory * the oharacteriutbo detwisinaut

fo" thea qtten in equal or1011 ?k # A& D )'0 bier P( A 'I #41) M

a ,b , r 1. the characteristic p017nomi~al for the ovIgiul

equation. We note also that the elemntasry divisors ooepandidg to

the 3('11- fold factor A are usuple, and it follove, in particular,

that a 1Upbolic equation can iA the ote considered be reduced to

a lqperbelic synste. •*

%r other mthods, elliptic equations cm be seduced to e*lpt• e

system. Azt solution, for eQzale, of the seeono-crder equation

%Uz + b% + v-+d t u=g
the coetficients being funotiong of z y, gundsh" & solution of the

B eaet for 43.l* A. A. Alberto . 80-8 tfo a sigpie proof 1W inetione

** Mthod of reduction Is -a uahat "Pii" in Caro- U.t h. IL3Val. 2 pp. 245-6 in coootion td th second =der sqwUat inmL



Noui.-Parabo11o Systeme,6m

syUto 110 v w10

y z
10 10 01 10 0
8I+Ibt +oui +&10 +Sao +run.g

in Viich to xee this we need mes7, identify u? wit u an v iTjth s~

To dwat with *z o.th-ordor equation of Viva (3.1)a lo~t us consider the

Mate S comsisting of the sets of equations 3% W .. Sained as

00 00 10

30 kZ 00 00 01
y, ~ -q-T: u

10 10 3D 01 01 10

V u l Ti 02 s

7 z 7 z

21 T0 3 11 . 1 202 0-u2 0 v2 0 3

- u , v . u U ov
32 x x y z :ry O 1

Up 3. 131 ~ 12.12 13 21 2i12 3 U03 03 14 0 1 41 " .11 -v -U ae0Y
.*3 12 0303 0

0@ +..* e@P w *31 12 12*3@ VM U VýU+v N



Nc~wPawsbdlSA Systems45m

S .. 23. 2• •i2j. 23aul.2t1., 4 (-t f-O.1....r(]) i o&.)en

(1 u) 
12i , 23 

1. i 2 3 2j 1. l 2 3l 2j 
0 100. #(1 2) 1) for iff edc)

U4 no bw 0,1,,,1(1/2) (1-2) for i odd)

i- kku 14y k24 for i o3c
U 1 -

U01 'Vi - Ul'i 1 = for I odd;z 
y 

y

min m-1o..3 3 m..J, •- = 0o (3 m 0. 1,..., m-l),

m1,r Om-l + b u

Fz ~04(p4.q m

Let us observe at thd &utitet that a solution u of (2.1) leads

to a solution of thii system B through settikg u° a ut , Jm 0.

All that remains, is to show then that the number of real

charaoterlstic values 14 not greater for the oharaeteristlo

determinant of the system than for the characteristic poly-

nomial of the eqpation (2.1). To this effect, we notse firsv

that the characteristic matriz of the system 8 is the direct

"sum of the characteristic matrices for the sybaystem. Sit and#

henoer that the characteristic detezminaht fw S is the Iroduot

of the characteristic determinants o1 of the 8i. With columns

arranged an labelled# V, 2



Won-Pa•'abolio 7yterns -I6&

0' 0

_ _ _ _ _ _ 0~ 0+

€0

0 0 0 0. 0 0 7W

0 0 0 0. 0 0 A )

for even i <., and

0 0

0I3 0 0

for 1 -4; m. Since# on noted aboves,

M-1

the arc is olymlal ofng the equation 11, follows

that.the characteristic determinant of the system 3 1b



Non-•arabolic Systems -17-

As with the first method of reduction of a higher-order

equation to a first-order system, the system, in generale

..posesses solutions which do not correspond to any solution

of tbe '0_•na equationt the system and the equation are

not equivolent. Just- as a Cauchy problem for a hyperbolic

equation Is equivalentv however, to a suitable Cauchy problem

for the corresponding hyperbolio system, so is a certain bound-

azy problem for an elliptic equation equivalont to a suitable

boundary problem for the corresponding elliptic system# Let

us consider, fol illustration, the second-order ecpation

au., 4- buxy +. euyy 4- duý + GUy - fu x g and its corresponding

system as given on p. 4@ * For the equations we prescriba

u - u for the system, u 0 0  •, v= 0 * on the boundary,

Sinc -by virtue of the third equation of the aystem, v is

harmonic, we have v . 0,0 and the equivalence followso

Similar considerations apply to higher-ordEir equations, but

these will not be developed hrero

There is a thit'd method of reduction of an equation to a

fir3t-order system which 'is probably more useful than the

preceding ones when it can be employed* It applies to homo-

geneous equations with constant coefficients in which only

highest-order derivatives of the unknown function appear, and

the coharacteristio determinant of the system it produees is

equal to the aharacteristio polynomial of the given .equation.

We give the method for an equation of even order* which may be

• It will be recognized that this boundary problem for the
system is not a usual one* Ordinarily# one function from each
of the pairs u0 0 v and O uO0 would be preseribedo

......................... ...



Non-araoli Systems

2.2 2. a

n-i u- 00

I~ Iuuv2) b, 0

pF L (ulv a1 02.



",on-Parabolie 4syters -19-

First, the characteristic matrix is

y3 Vi U v2 u2 v un-y n -fl

a + b: L m /- 0 i

bj.• + o -/p 0,o

&2rk +bdf 0

a 0

_,:k + bn.kiP~,~ ,Av

S~%A+ bnA x

and the characteristic deter'minant, therefore

equation fo(a u in particular, bA % ... , UlaO, andAeli

th pu,@e thke I we i ullt note that s fem

"n 9

Pn 0 follows Anunz 0 and Anv nMO. Let us now assume for

induction that AI+1 0..AnU a A1 , 1 O..Av 1 4 a 0 (i<n).



onOD-Parabolio Systow-2-

FroamE:L aOg, n 0we 14we A 1  1u44uW44 00and

A1,v - (b I + ri+0iJ. +b y O

and app2ring to each of tbase eqrstions the +,eatr --~.A. gives us,

in view of the Inuc~tion assomptiono A I--A. ½...Avtý sO 0. "S,
in particulars *ý.. i 0.

?tnsl4, we oust show that If u sm ouJo fteeutc

(3.14)s there exist fumotions u1 , vý natiafying the Mstes (2.5). for this3

wshal wIg4 a rather speaial result on the oomptai.biltu Of SISLbnsolus

partial differential equations as formulated ina

WL13.l. LeAuVDp~ V DY

whare the &W ... bml amt consantst. Lob f (xj),, g (zj) be of clan q

fift a conyv dommin R.. Thi tA exists & fuctiam IL (zy) at class(29

in R aMAt.fylzg the alwua~twuoms- eut~c A~a n fa %3u a gv if and oin3r

if thw elto of megatbili

h~Au- f w 0

is satisafied.

Ptooft The maeossitr of thuo ooziIl±W omdit~am is obvions,

In pwingz the corditSion Is sut440SOa vs Ow namoe not GTSsi

Prpotonas l to the oorreqmaeiUng b i. We uq tlmin futrtw, swnw e



'Nom.Parabolie Syste=-2~

aomtb e% O.sbuO5* anp heacel th" a;aO bm .
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vpon equating coefflAienti of the ane pows of y. Then
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ope!rator-4atrz and T th 4kl"r~ fi.b %Aewpm .ý Ari~lew vris

fr sort,, IaO=DT. It is now a re-uarkab2.e tact that 2r linear tranafozae'

tions A e~j- ýr Z=.12 matrADW.,nto 2rzl matricen such Ut2t

A X (tA?) (4 a 1 v.r and vuwtk w~ower,,,. the square matrix

(A T A1?, ý A2ýXT) is ±in g~enIcra floro-s31ingls-. ndwod4~ tkhug
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(A~, TA,24 *wA 2 rt) -. T2 _w .2
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both atatenite are is~Steafat7 'verld.
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In terme of the stanidard basis (*jj) (1, I # *a.2r) .*f the ring of

square, miatrices of order 2r., Is, 'us define
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Op =eq, 2,r., api fz.r maxtiz hav1v4 uitT in tka. (2t%-2p)th
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diagouim2 above th& princip~al disgasa mad zero elsewhre;, o. its the IdwtitY

matriz. Let us ..lim tutro4&ee

0

1 01

0 01

We *bsom-v

(4-3) 1 2 a-o, jermmeimgis~, :i* aye6~ V mq~q~p w oV4q.r pf + q

jso that fts algebra A oaw the ztml gmserated b~y, eS._., o Is ointa.-

tsr. (and-# of cowure, maooS~tiv ev .m~m this algebra has a mta'ix rqwo
mentatift) 02. in the Identit~y in A6

The elowtsof A at thefto=(a +ib)or(., tb m al) oonsttutsaa

sub-algebra 0 w~h tobi obvlous i~±somorphic to the field at oa*2l umbera

bracoWe sum bIo &zgn elommmt of I and ths, 2ast taur me of 0, ?inal2v

*relatMof waioh unSlie3r chaiwtoeims the qAoUt~t+A ieu



axM olwit X of A is regular i. a, h~as %a iwrs if and only if x

S is not ani ei1.ament of the radical E. For no elvamrt o.C E4 boiM a di-

v'Lew al" zero, ~av have wt~ Umvrse, o ;,zveasel~y, : uu~

(- y z4- 0 in C e in Z) sattefies the sidenity

+ -2 r -

B y piacirC- the s~~xiint~rer~wt&tA*4 vpf Vi~e elsauente of A, It is

soon that. equation (24.,2) can be wittena

(4-4&) (LP -UP) [( IDx 4 a$1,. + WDt1 +! 6(.P ,

a resul~t, i~lwideZt~Al~ vtose oquva).mwewvththe or~.gvA1 sato

equatious (Z3) is readily chodke4 directlyr ~usl thxe rules (4.3). This

tornau ill be r~awm.mte in~ latw er ctX4e 6113PUO Myoti4mw

Let I(T) aýDr be, a ouniniioal elliptic SysemN or lorax. ire have

ii3ov Vitat the oris-oco1wmied aatrti

T O
1'

*an be auumrted br the acl~um~tou at am **1mg each now colim

being a 11a transfom of T., such that the aupwtod vatwlz T* I.s

nonet~ngalar', assuming V7 and w' do not both vwn~h, and tbat. tta -w
qtaof tam. V*(T) a r is oquivalat* to the &gim apdste of

*The two seto of fo~ arn.w 4oquivalout* in tbe sanoo that, eafh fors

of ore act Vpp aez also in the o~tow, wad *Oalorsu4#
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f; orms. Mor~eover.. vih K(U) DU#N K*(U) =DU*,, the matrix U* comuted

Cwith the matrix T.

AzT canonical parabolic system of format say

Lt (U) - 4t+ zul

hascoresponding properties. Indeed, we verity at moe the validity of

o L :L L' 0 Do+ D o . .. u..U2

"o :o* I 1 u7
(4.6) . . . . . . . . .

C0Lt Lt 0 0 0D 1 +zD+ D" *~ .u ut-
00 . t0 0 0 0 + 4SD 0.0t Ut,

which in ternm of the mt-zi quantities

c= = (z')= •-q=l ermq

cn be written
t t

(47 L'o - + 5D7)ct + Det 1] ~ u 1
3

cm in a tzt matrix having uitt in the (t-w)-th diagaul above the prin-

(4-8) =Cmk =Oko= = k-ts it" a + k > tp

00 if a + k to
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nd thus generate a comeutative (and associative) algr 1i . The eloe,-

meaits of B of Vie form act (a real) consitulue a subalgeba vRwhiah io

obviously tsomorphio to the field of real numbers; the eleM~ts akok

(ak real), of hich the t-th power necassarily vanishes, o rine the
radical F of jJ. B is, moreover., the direct sum of R with F. Ftnally

an element of Bs inf t is not an element of the

radical F; and the inverse of y + f (y 0 in R.. f in F) is

The set of depet T variles in a canonical elliptic or para-

: ~bolic system of forms Yill be called degeawrata if the variables (or

variable) of highest index vanish. We can partal ou~msrits the fore-

going results In

TER 4.,1 Lot K(T) - DT• be a caonical elliptic or parabolic

system of expressiors, D being a square matrix of differential operators

as in (4.1) or (4.6), and T a one-columned matrix of the dependent va-

riables, assumed non-degenerate. TheaT can be augmented by the adjuno-

"•tton of rww oolums, each new column being a linear transform of T* such

that the augmented matrix T* is non, singular, and the new system of

form K*(T) = DY* is equivalent * to the given system of forms. More-

over with K(U) = DUO X*(U) - IJ*, the matrix U* comutes with the Matrix

T*. If U* in a constant matrix, U, cazmtes also with D.

* The two sets of foe are Oequmvalmnt in the sons" that each form

of one set appears also in the other and oonversely.
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Airt canonical system of linear eqpressions in an aggregation of

canonical elliptic and of canonical parabolic (and hyperbolic) exPres-

sioiis, say 1C3(Tj) N DjTj$ where Dj is a square matrix of differential

operatorsDT an r xl matrix of dependent variables$ rj Os

and may be regarded as their direct sumn

(4.9) K(T) ( ( (TT2)

4,

D is an m= matrix, n being the number of equations and of dependent

variables, and T an cam matrix. Applying Theorem (4.1) individaall

to TIP T 2..., To, we have the result stated in

TH EME I;.2. Consider a canonical sotan of linear wressioms

K(T) KDT as presented i (It.9), a mngno Tk to be dsega ate. Thmi

the sy m K(T) is equivalent to a new Wotan of aTressions 1*(T)IeIsih that T* is nonsingular, and each coln of T* is a linear trnm-

form of a column ofT. Moreover,, Yth K(U) mW, K*(U) DU*O the

trix U* commutes with the matrix T*. If U is a conetant matrix,t Ut
commute also with D.
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This theorem is pertlap8 best illustrated with the system

L(u,v) yo U1 -T (t.,v) - ý + VZO uIdch can be writtent

L(uv) + iM(uv) = (D1 * () (u + iv) * .

Certain formal consequences are immediate. Letting L(u) I Du

represent a canonical -system of form with D a differentiation matrix

and u a non-singular matrix of the dpendent variables, we have

(4-10) L(uV) -l (v) + Lu)h

from 0 L(uu )ruL(u ).'L(u',

by induction,

(4.12) L(ui) mum"' L(u) (a a positive, negative or zero intege);

and thus, if P(x) is a rational ±mnction of x,

(4C.13) L(P(u)) - P'(u)L(u).

Thus, we may state

THEGN 4.3. Let L(u) - Du repment a oanonical system of form

with D a differentiation matrix and u a non-singular matrix of the de-

pendant variables. Than L(u) = 0, L(v) 0 entail L(uv) = 0 ad L(u-) =O:

i.e., the set of non-dagenerate solutions of L(u) 0 is a fiAeld. In

particular, therefore, if P(x) is a rational funutton of x, L(u) = 0 im-

plies L(P(u)) = 0.

*viero, to obtain a strict matrix interpretation, we mar take

U+iV -
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5, Algebraic properties of qstan of equtions in moethan two

independent variables. It is of interest to inquire how far Theorem 4.2

might apply to systems of linear equations which involve more than two

independent variables. We shall here consider only entirely homogeneous

equations * with constant coefficients, for emWipple

'ý4 u -O0

where each ak is an ran matrix of real constants, a1 is non-singular ,

and

U U

the uq being the dependent variables. From the s3tandoint adopted, two

questions arisez (1) When is there at least mne pair of nz matrices

A, B, such that L(Au) =BL(u)? (2) For a given system (4.14), how marr

such pairs of matrices are there? Are there, in particular, n- matrices

A ,.#,An of the type rof A such that U a (Au, A2u ... , Anu) is a non-

singular matrix?

,We shall anaime the first question in full and the second in part,

Doubtless, the second question also can be fuly answered by further

application of the methods employed. Of help will be

* An equationIs calle . tirely Doeneoe if no taus appear other

** as can be assured by rotation, ass•ming the equations to be inde-
pendent.
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LMU 5.1. Suppose every vector u satisfying

n

L(u) VAUk O 'a~
k=1

also satisfies n

lc=l

1diere ak~bk are constant nun matrices., and a is non-aingular, Then

there exist a matrix B such that bk - Baks i.e. , = BL. {)

!'•kf- Solutions of L(u) = 0 exist of the form u = o where x

and c is a square constant matrix with colus designated as 01,...ann

By our assumpticns,

kA1

Call (a1 )-1 a a. From the preceding equations,

(0.)) T (blaak - bk)ck = O'

We can, howver., select c2 1 e.., oa so that (4.16) is not satiefied1 um-

less all the coefficients are zero, and then determine 01 to accord

AL th (0..15). This would be a oontradoloap, w* we -w ac*lweio thbt

d blaak- bK=O (k = 2,o..,n), or bk .- Bak, as deeirodvhere B nba.

An imediate corollary is
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moTaO 5A.. Let L(u) be given a in Iama 4.1 but with

the nm-rowed identitgt matrix A noessary and sufficient condition

that for a constant n matrix A L(u) = 0 iplies L(Au) = 0 is then

"that A comute with each ak

Proof t Sufficiency is obvious. To prove the necessity# apply the

preceding loama with bk A. Thus there exists a matrix B such that

kA=Bak (k =1,*.,n). Taing K--I shows A =B, andk= 2,,.,n

give the stated commutation relations.

This theorem, in principle, answers our questions. A more specific

answer than this is available,, hoever, if we nw further require that

the first two terms

of L(u) be in c:anonical. . Thereby, a2 Is, in fact,, so narrowly re-

S~stricted that precise oharacterisation can be made of any witrix A that

cmwutes with it and, further, of the matrices that commute with A. In

this way, conditions can be stated for a 3 ,...,an ihich are a.ecessary

and sufficient that there exist a matrix A which commutes with

a 1= , a 2...,an. The discussion will be presented in a s-ries of

lemmas, proofs of which are here omitted,

LE 5.2. Let aj (j m 1,...,e ) be an rm matrix whose only non-

zero elements fall in a diagonal block, say In the (nj 1 4k)-th ron,

* jlp+.I.)-th columnis (no =0; 1 < ked nj-nj. .h; nj•p • .dgnj b n) *

* Implicitly., it has been assumed that the specifie diagonal blocIs

for ajiak (j A~ k) do not overlap.
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Let K Pu.CK) (j be,..s bther inxmtrixwhose onl~y naz-zeroe le-

menat am

- 1 (k 1,

Then an nrn mtrix A commutes with

5

a=j

if and only if
((5.4) apa ,- Kq) -

LMU 5.3. L U V + C and suppose

M is an mm matrix satisfyig ZAU . if v, M is then necessari3y
zero. If u m v, the elments in each

diagonsl***ae qqLl., and all 61.0=et4, Mij for 1h ich i-j > Max (1,0m-n)

vanish.

MMA 5.4. •nt U -a z") .* i(2n) + v ( 1 (2m) .2m) + (2)~~~~~0 1d' "1 %: ?..'V=VI2), -
(1 (r) is the r-rcred identitO), and suppose U is a 2m2a matrix satisfying

MU = VM. Then U = O, uniess u. = vo and U = + V1 o Otherwise, wraiting

U M n where each % (p - Ivsoa q a I,...,n) is a 2x2 matrix of

real numbers,

"M l-• , (P a q,..., = ,...,)

* pAKq is, of Course, the matrix obtained from A by suppressing all
eements not in rows numbered l,., * .. , and columns numberd
* ._ + I w ( t e rh( erunnin downward (Ww.rd) to the rih (left).
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with the corwention~3 m1, ~ 0 -0 Thus, in particu3.a,

o4p 0o m0' jqNx O1,m-n).

Let ~ ~ U ,Uj) Vm , w v 11 +e~ Vii( 22) +OX

If M is r4 2 n% matrix such that NU m VI, then U - 0.

LOW 5.6• oet . v = u +(m) C If M

Ii an mu2n matrix seoh that IM= VMS then X -0.

The preceding give lmas afford an accurate description of the

matrices A that camute with a given matrix

a,

a2

as

vhich in ,4he direct sum of canonical submatrices. If in particular,

the canunical submatrices a•, are unlike I , A also must be of the Iorm

A,

Am

SFor presmnt purposes, w sal call tw canonical matrices gk if

theq are distinct, me~pt that matrices of the fom
(20 + U i(2n) + (2) r ((2n) + V.L(2) + (2n) -43l be called un3e-o - ,•n ..ID o I "n-1 ie o .~ d u t m

%1 0 sju±Tl

i/i
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A, being of•the same order an ak az of the pe indicated by Lemam.3

az or 5.4. Corresponding to

?or ewmmple, A is any linear combination of the three matrices

~0 "I ( ' 1 0° 0,
0 0

With
ak lo -d "1 0 ,

d a 0 1

0 0 c -d

(0 0 d a

Sis any combination of

//0 /0 0 1 0 0 0 0 -1

0 0 ( 0 1 0 C 1

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 00 00 0 0
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it, on the other habnd

a w a2  a21

tats

v i e r e a 1 1 1 p al 's I a n 2 1 , . . o,* 2 , e t2. , s a n e t s o f k m •i e s

(vith alk assumed., in addition., to be unlike SM .z, eto.), any M Matrix

A that comites with a is of the fc-'

AA

ihere each Ak is of the same order as the btlock ak \ ad of the

"k

*2
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ype indicated by Leams 5.3 and 5.-4 .

ýC After the matrices that cam te with a2 have been determined, it

would be a simple matter, in principle, to test which of theu also

commute with a3,;.,an in (5,1). We shall not treat this question in

detail but state for the simplest case

TIM= 2 Let abt € .. be a set of square matrices of order

n., *ere a is the direct aum of unlike canonical s -mtricesz

(5o12)

i aa,

am

SThe, linear space A of matrices that commute wdth a is n-dimensional.

The subspace S of matrices that comute with abc,o.. coincides with

A., if and onlr if ab,c.,.. are all contained in A*

Srft The matrices that' cowte with a are the matrices of the
Sform.

Loin
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bl. being of the same order rk as a where

bj bjCrS (bjm real XXti~er)q8

M M

i2 al is of the parabolic type, and

(I1/2)rk

b. (bkn +1 icrk b4"a (bkmsbka real),

* k is of the elliptic type. The space A of matrices commutir T dith a

i-I thus a-d4inensional. and contains as a subspace S those ratrices that
S

cm;mAute vith a,b,c,o., a If S a Amast contain the element

B"

(Cri)

0= rj-1

if aj is of parabolic type, and

B (rk) (rk)
k• = '~k e(V2)rr_ ,

if ak is of the elliptic type. B is, howwver, of the same form as a

(i.e., Lemwas 5,2 to 5.6 appJy to B), so that the space of aatrices

that commute with B is again A. The matrices b,c,.., are, consequently.
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in A.

ConverseJy, suppose abjc&,., are contained in A. The elements of

A all oomoutet Hence, S cA.

Theorems 5.1 and 5.2 combined i.tb the methods of section 4 furnish

a partial generalization to Theorem 4.2, namey,,

THEOREM 5.3. Consider the system of linear expression

L(u) = a~1ku

where a' is the n-rowed identity, a2,...,a are nzn matrices contimnous

over a domain Rinx.,, and uis the nxl matrix of dependent

2variables. In addition., a is assumed to be the direct sum of unlike

canonical submatrices, ands further, the set of the dependent variables

associated with ax, of those submatrices is supposed to be ion-dogenerate *

17e assume, finally, that a,...,am ccare with a 2 . Then the system of

expressions L(u) is equivalent to the system of expressions L(U), where

U is an mm non-singular matrix each cobami of Which is a linear transform

of u, If, moreover, the mm matrix T bears to the n=I matrix t the same

relation as U to u% then T commutes with U.

Further extensions of the theorems of section 4 are possible but

will not be car2ted out here%

* In the sase of section 4#
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CHAPTER nX

REPRESEITATIONS OF SO LUTIOES OF =-LPTIC SYSTENmS OF EXUATIONS

1. Integral formulas. The fact that the non-degenerate solutions

of s canonical elliptic system of q6qtions form a fiead makes possible

the construction of integral representatior analogous to the Caucby

formula, for the solutions of systems of equations of the form
r

(101) DU-(DU +• 0 .()+iT).p--f *

or 1
(1. .2) Ihu (I• +i + a I .•(Da + Dly)) (up ip)e = f

1
", , b' 3fp+ "e

where in a domain R, a = a+ ia b ab + ib and f Pf(f +i
11- fr It

(a ,a ,b b ,fPfp real-valued) are sufficiently smooth functions of x,y.

D* will be called the adjoint of D, and D the adjoint of DS.

Only certain types of domains will be considered. These are

described in the

* The appearance in this form of D + iD in place of ADx + BD

(B/A non real) is only apparent]y a specialization. It is wll JIown

that, by an appropriate change of variables, the latter operator can
be rechiced to the former.

• * It is to. be understood that a differentiation operator acts upon

all the factors to its rightt the expreesion (D xa + D)U thus is

interpeted as D (aU) .4D (WU).
x
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Definitions 1.1. Let S be a bounded domain whose boundary consists
of a finite number of simple closed curves Ci (i = ,qo...W). It is as-

suied that ngent to Ci exists at each point z E Ci (i =

If the angle (= •(xy)- T(z) (z UCi) made byOxYith the

tngent to the boundary of S at z is an H-continuous * function of z,

we shall say that the domain S is regular. Letting -s'i represent art

length along Ci, and at points of Ci representing the angle

()= Z (a (I) as a function of si, we shall s that S is

regnarof order k (kl) if whs 1utoni(sI has - nuous

k-th derivatives with rq.pect to si (i a =...N).

In a regular domain R, if U and V are any continuously differen-

tiable I•percomplex ** functions, the identity

(1.3) VW * UD*V = D*(tJV)

holds, and, with it, Green's fozmula

(1-4) J~(VD +.UD*V) -mb JWI V(dz +itr +ie .ie cr - bdx))

where R is the boundary of R. From Green's formula. the desired integral

-~ It

A function f(s) is said to be continuous in the sense ofHolder, or

H-Continmous. in a domain R, if to each z F_ R correspond positive numbers

M, 0( such that jf(s) - f(Ze)j - M ls-s'ia for all z' 6 R,

If M sad t can be chosen independent of a. f(z) is called unifoa

H-continuous in R.

number a e(a~p + ib ) (a,,b, real) will be called

l _ercomplax (or_ __e__ _L__ It will be called complex

(co.plex-valued), IX CASE a + ib =0 (p",...,z-1).
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r•epresentations for te solutions of 01.1) or (1.2) wil] be derived

through replacing V to a suitable e tar• solution V(zlz') of the

adjoint ysyte of equationso

if the domain R and the coefficients a(xzy) a a(z), b(xy) W b(z) (z x + iy)

are 9 -,ffici•tnt• regular, we shall, in fact, construct a function

V(c,y;x•,y') TV(z;zI) (z' =x' + iyf) which is continucusly differentiable

for distinct zzt in R (z A zt) and uhich, for z' fixed in R,, satisfies

the differential equatioms

DV(zjzf) = 0p
SD*V(z';z') = Os

uid,, in addition., the relations

(I5a) ha U(z) V(z;z,) (da + ier1 1 (ad-bdx)) = U(z,

(1.5b) lim f U(z) V(z';z) (dz + ierl.1 (a&br-bdz)) =--J(z'),T-+

vhi2e U(z) is aW function continuous at z', and 0 is a cirr-le of

radive f about z'. Possession of such a V(s;z'), obviously, would

eawble us to derive an analog to Caucby's formula from (1.4). The

construction of such a function depends upon certain preliminary

lemmas to which we now turn.

TA 1.1. Let R be an open region bounded by a simple closed

curve C ihich has a tangent at each point. Assume the aigle T made

vith Ox by this tangent is a continuous function of arc length a
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alcmg C. If f(z) is a function defined and H-continuous along Ct

1f(z') - r(z")l < M jz-z (0< C4~ 4

then the integi'-al

C

is unifo m3,r 1-ontinuous in R.

ODRO1LAR -: If f(z) has H-continuous first derivatives f'(z) df

along C. -,,hen F(z,) has unformly H-continuous first derivatives in R.

Proof: The corollary would be an immediate consequence, by into-

gration by parts along C, of the assertion of the Lama. I.i proving

the l•ws, we first shall show that F(z,) is upiform3y bous~ed in R.

Let (r,G) be polar coordinates about a point zo of C, the posi-

tive tangent to C at z, being the direction 0 = 0. Thus, = 0 at zo.

Let z = s + rei be a variable point of 0. Then there exists a posi-

tive riumber csuchthat cos (G•. )> 1 sin~i<< to if z-z O•co f

is compact, the number c may be asi med to bo, in~e~endent of
Since C Ieobierve dx acooides, 4ii=sin dhs and z n

(dr cosO dx + sinG c = cos (0- 4 ) do.

Given z' 6 B, let zobe a point of C ihich is nearest z'. If:

z = z 0 +re) ies, as before, a variable point of C, then by the cosine

Lnw of trigonometryx,

ZZj "- + I"o - 2 z "-'os \-z. o n.
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F ur !oints z of C for vich I Z-Zoj • c, we know., however, that

lZ-z~ Z jj cos(O- )ds I> (1/2) 1 s%.3.
S0

.-.zj Isino I 1 - S sins' ds\( (1./8) Iv-soip

0

3 being the value of s at z

Thus, forlz..%oi (C c,
2 ( )2 I-z12.i -zi_., > (1/4) (so-so -(1/4) I='-zol Is-sol~lz1-,ol 1

The right side of this inequality can be written asf.~~ ~ ~A <:,!)s: )2 +l'Z-'-ol~i',i [Il --i

or, alternative4l, as

+ (/)Is-sol z-j

Bty the first of these e• ressions,

Iz-z Is-

22

(1.z64 for 1, O14 c,

Since 9 is continuous, mad C is compact, we may assmue the con-

stant c so small that a disk of radius o or smaller about any point of
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C. intersects C only in one connected arc.

Using the symbol R8 to designate the set of points of R -.hic¢h •xe at

a greater distance than e from the boundary C, we observed that F(z,)

is urnllora2lr bounded in R Consider now a point z' in R - R

Lei 70 be a point of C nearest z', and let Co = Co(io) be that subare

of C wrhich is nontained within a disk of radius c about zo, Writing

Fef(z-SF(z,) = f(z d-.6 + (z)-0( o dz = 21 if (z)0 S:,, ,r - z, 0Z +

SC C

+ f ~ f~ ~ ) dz 21"i f(zo) + Fl(z~) + F2(zt),

GCo C-Co

'wc observe that F2(zl) is bounded uniformly v th respect to %', since

iz-zlI.ý c/2 on C-C0. F1(z') also is'uniform3y bounded, since

C-I
0 S

0 so

The unifarm boundedness of F(z,) is an immediate consequence.

To prove the urnfoxm H-continuity of F(s) nR we. need estimate

the diffezence F(z') - F(z") only for such pair (s of p&As z,,z" as

arc nearecr than an arbitrary# fi~d, amount, e°.*., for \

or \IZl > n4f

~a,. It is. sufficient also to rAstri.t te points.,

spy a',, to a fixed ring-.like domain we
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fact, if z' E R~ a , both points zt, z# are contained in %gaa region

iyhose minimum dtetance from C is £2-a. >0. In such a region, however,

F(z) has uniform-2y bounded first derivatives, and, a forticri, satisfies
ti

a u.iform Holder condition.

Thus, we shall suppose I,-01. a, and IZ, - C14 a2  ' where

a " a 2 are arbitrary constants which will now be fixed. We shall suppose,

rame.ty, that:

! (i) a2 . c/4;

( a) a /8;

(iii) both a and a2 (with a2 > a) are sos mal that,, if

z'op z" are points on C nearest ZV, z'f. resp., then

is -zt 1 < 2 ýZ"-Z'j
(iv) if the distance between two points z.• z2 z C is

lzI-z.1<6 a,, then I"()-S('2)1 2 11-21 , where s(z)

representa arc length along C at z.

Let us now write
(z)-(") --- f(z) - f(z4) f(z) - f(zý)F~z) -(.z) d - ds

C C

f~z)f~z. f~z-Vzo f(,,)-fz.#) f(z)-f(Z.11Z--'• Z-S" dzZZ -I dz =

00 C-Co C-00
=Fo + F,

py s I- T ISmeant mtf Iz1'-ZIZEC

* We mayr for instance, let a2 be so small that the ring Jlie region R-P2

is simp3.y covered by the interior normals to C. The = be so determined

that the points of any disk in R-R of radius 4on no ls toC

whose directions vary sufficiently little.
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We shall show there exists M2 >O, independent of z1', "r, such that the

curly bracke~ts F, are less in absolute volue than 12 Is'-0I S etting

O~z*) Ff(s) ds 1, H(&*) d
Sh a-5* f B4*
0 C-

we have, infact,

F, G=(zt) - G•z"') ,-[f(a")- f(s••)] ,..,,) + f (•s) [H(z. ) H(zI

Further, by (i) and (ii), the straight segment L Joining z', a" is at no

point nearer to G-Co0 than (5/8)c, whence it follow. that, on L, G(s) and

11(z) are uniformly bounded and have first derivatives which also are

bounded uniformly with respect to z', z". From this, from the H-contin-

uity of f(z), and from (iii), the statement as to F1 follows.

To complete the proof of the theorem, we must adduce a similar

property for o0. Let Kbe a disk about z1 of radius 2 I'-z""j . If K

intersects C at all, K=Kp where X is a disk of radius

4 =!(m'-*'1 about z,,. lo $.C , the ar of c ont,,fied in, r

Obviousl, C0-C does not intersect K or, a fortiori,, so that, tV

an elementary geometrica W.z, mt, I("" /2) ,, • a- for 5E C -o
0?

Let us write

. ~)- f(at) f(s) -f(S")1 f(s) - f(z;)
P 1= s-"t S-s' _-i" dzs'So jL...,, ... ,., + ,, U-.4 ,.

C c-C

(f(%;) - f(,)) +* (s'-s")%, + (f(z=) -f(s))7o2.

S-C
0f
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The arc lies, by (ii), in C C = (zo), and, by (ii) ana (iii), in

Co(0). From (1.6), therefore,

(1.6.1) z-z'j >(3A1) 1-t 0 2--sz"j (1/4) j~
•' ='0

an #mhresl, ,"are, re*p.,, the valuesof s on at zip zi. It

follows from this and from (iv) that

fz q)f(z) - f(z))

C C

1 +( S O"

(8-st!) ds +8MS (9s) d

0f 
0

o oestimate O, wereca that I -z-"1; Izj• I on co-.C o From

this, from (1.6.1), and from the fact that jz-=zA 4 Is-si we obtain

iz' +20

IFo114 32M i ,o1 d34 6 64-.2'-.- - -M

C 0-CYq

whence we deduce easily the existence of a constant M3 independent of

zt, z", such that
I z'-z-' I~ o 1 F• 1= - 1 °

To conclude the proof of the lemna, i.. suffices to show

F0 2 1 M4 log Is,-"I +1 ,

4 ad M being constants independent of z', z". This is, however, an

obvious consequence of the inequalities 2C

&o1f 2 J daJ ,

0-0 G0-0 O
or O0
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Oosp1 ,-ztled 3I(P;zt) - (3I/21t%. P() jfcb

S

de-Cines a solution

i~r~) =:(P; Z)

of Z.he equation

(D x+ itf)w(z) P(z)

Yb -Leh has uni~formly~ H-continuj)us first partial derivatives in .-
"'roof:t Let z0 be. any point of B. eollowing the Jines of a well,

kna.wn argumnt *,we may write
W(Z') F'F (z) dmy Pz) Gz)+ () Pz

Zr-dz r 1(y 0() ffj z -1Pz)j 4-Zr dxT

ZS I

Thus,,I

W(zf) W(z) G(z Ib - 0(z 0 ) P P
ZI Z 0 P(z 0) , - zo -+jjL~) PZT.r- xý,

The second integral an the right is known to have a limit, as zt't - O
which itselr is uniformly H-contitihxou& in S **G(z) we ihall shortuLy

pro~ve to have all derivatives at any interior point of 6 and its first

*SeeB. Hopf[1] page 203.

**See E, Hopft3Lam 3. pp. 2o3-2O6.
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deri.vatives G,(, GJ (z) to be mio n4 -cninOfuous in It w iTW.lly
{}•follows in particular$ that, at x = so# W(z) has first partJA derivatives

whoae values are easil] computed from the formula. Replacig zo an

arbitrary point of SO."by W, we have, in fact,

(1.7)D 9Ws) P(Z.t) DO(z') .Sf[Pcz) - P(5z1 EfL~s' ) a-

from which, and from the analogous expression for D yW(z'), we obtain

TtmUnce, to show that w(z) = (1/211P)W(z) satisfies (D + 1. DY) v (z) P= )

we need onlry to recognize that

(D, + iDy,)(z-z'Y 0 for z zf

and to verify, in addition, the previous assertion as to the derivatives

of G(z) &a-d the equality

Let r- be a circular disk of radius P about the point z'. G(z') is the

]j-mit as .•-0of the proper integral

i

tl~ is byGreents formilaq, of

3-K f

-wherezxmiy is the conjugate ofi ep ndI is the boundary of K?* Hencej,

0(s1) =-V-zF - (1/2) a; jýj dz
S

batub.Lg the conjugate of V'.. Rach term on the right has all derivatives
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for z' E B, and the integral is annihilated by the operatw D., Q iDy,.

Hence, G(z') also has all derivatives, and

(I)XI + 0 7 )G(Zt) - -2 r ,

as required.

fle still must denonstrate the uniform H-continuity in S of the first

derivativeG of G(z), It is enough to discuss one of them, sty G,(z),

sinc~e the other is determined by (Dý + ii) )G(z.) =-2 11" 0, a relation

which hold& for all z in S. By the foregoing#

DG• ') = -11' " (i/2) - 2 -+ (1/2)

S .

Writing

dz = i' i 1,

where = (z) is the angle made with Ox by the tangent to the boundary

at z., we have

c = e- 'T(7) zKh)da
Under the restrictions imposed, h(z) is H-continuous for z C S. Thus.

Len 1.1 applies to e dz) zhad

S -- "a-s

S S

and this coqpletes the poof.

LEVA 1.3. If S is a regular domain o order I, ad if P(z) has

unif armly Wcontinuous first derivatives in S, then

u(,) - is(P;S)

has uniformly H-contimoum second dwivativ.. in S.

Proof:• By LemTa 1.11 the funtl.on w(s) has umiform'l fR-ontinrsms
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first derivatives in S. To prove the lemna, it Vt enough to discuss

the derivatives of wx(z), hence of W (z), *aere, aw before,

F -+0~ ff'dz ,li Jj J Lb-"

S S-K

K S beiing a circular disk of radius ? about the point 0' of S. EL"

Green's formula,

w(z) = lim - P(Z) logC(z-z') I- Px(z) Io(w.-V)

S S z) S-K

The area integral on the r lghts by T 2.2, has umiformy HR-continuous

first partial derivatives in S. The boundary integral J(z') has all de-

rivatives with respect to Val fo z' So and we shall show its first

derivatives, in particular, svi,

sJ1 ,(z') J1, 4-ya r,

to be uniformJl H.continmous in S. To do no, we observe that, in the

notation of Definitions 2.1, dy = sinq ^ since on Ci IdI is equal

to the element okf arc dui. Further, Idal i-' da; thus,,

P(z) 4P(z) sin~t CT~ dz 9J(s) dz#

where J(s) is defined and has H-oonti•mm first derivatives I'(s) "

on each curve coWnIuir S. We n them, intecratlin by parts, mrite
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SS S

Le, -a I .1 now applies to the last irbgral. The result is that J, (z')

is u.form.y H-continuous in S as stated.,

As fizal preparation for the construction and application of an

elementary solution, we introduce a coavergence concept into our algebra

of bypercomplex quantitims.. Let V be an element of' this algebra,,

the bei-ng complex-valued nunoers. W'le then define

i--
Evidently,,

N(U+V) Ilu NU4iVO IU.VI U +

N(UV) :NU NVo , lUVI< r •IUVI

Since, further,

- + =pp W ( u r + e)n= + n-1. + +.. n C )u"".o'+1er-
U11 ~U (n e_1' r -

er being zero, we have also

N(U'1) = (IWj)n

tT14C r W c• iMa'•I •V M,,¢€I)', ¢NU)n-r') (n > r),

wnere Cr is a constant depending on r. Defining convergence in terms of

the valuation I I , we can then state:

LEMis 1•4. Let f(z) = • akms be a poer series with ceiple coef-

flcients which converges for 'I -. c,

I,
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If e is a nilpotent element, then the series

]MO

also cornverges for 1z. < c. The convergence is absolute-unifozi for kzl,< co < C.,

OOROLLARYf If, for z in some open set S, w(z) is a continuously

differentiable hxpercotnplex function such that

N(W(7,)),,<C .o< as

thenin S
df(wkz)) -- fl(wCz)) drCz),

where f W f) =-•

Proof: Let
nm n

kz =

Ey the foregoing rules for the new valuation, there is a constant C de-

pending or). e such that @!"or m>r)

r klor+1

4, 2 C t~ax(1, z I ) ý; k(k10 .(Yrz+1) lais

Lema 1. 4 now follows from the absolute-uniform convergence for Is 1£ c 0 < a

of all tie series (in particular of the (r-I )st obtained sutoessively

from f(z) by turamdse differentiation, The corollary also is proved by

termwise differentiation.

The rules governing the manipulation of ordinary convergent power

series applyO thus, to power series in bypercomplex numbers. A U known

rearrangnmt thecrems, in particular, gives us
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LM 1.5 If f(z) rpresents a convergent power series, then

r1

f(sZ4) 1 O (k)(s),
0 IT*

rhere f (k)(z) d- -kW f(O.

Proof of this result depends on the fact that k-- 0 (k - r, r1,4 .)o

We can now, making use of the preceding lemss, construct a suitable

elementary solution of the equation D7 = 0, asavung a(3ry) W a(z),

b(x,y) Nb(z) to be uniform1z H-corxinous in a regular domain R. WIth

thc notation

R

we begin by defining
0 .8) tr(z) - s

tp (z)s) (P= 1 1

By Leimm 1.2., each t P(z) has unit orin]' H-c-ontinuous first partial derivatives

in R., and the bypercomplex functionI r
t(z) eppz 6 z + T(s) (T(z) nilpotent)

satisfies

00a) UIDT (D + 9i. +or1 (aD1.bD1 ))two,x v

t(z) wull be called a generating solution of Dt w 0. lye observe that

D(t(z) - to)k = (to ypercoplazx contant),

and, more genera.J4p

LEIAWA 1.6. To arn complwe-valued function f(s), regular and analytic

in a subdouain S a R, corresponds a lypes r=Wex valued function
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(Z) - f(tCz)) 1

which at each point of S satisfies

dF(z) = f't(-~)) dt(z),

andk hence, in particular, the equation

11F(z) 0 0.

Proof: In the neighborhood of an arbitrary point of S, i(s)

can be represented as a convergent power series, =W
if~z) =sB(z;S0) - " (z--zo)k.

S~0

By Lemna 1•4, the parer series s(t(z);zo) converges in the neighborhood

of zo, and Lema 1,5 then showu

s(t(z);5o) = W _- .(k)(slzo) (T(z))k

0

= ~ f~k)(s) (T(z))ý.

0
The differentiation rule, and, hence, the fact that the right side of

the last equation is annihilated by D, are proved, final37., by appl'ing

d ter•iise to the series

st); 0 ) - a(t(z) - S

0

an operation Vihch is Justified by the corollary to Lamo 1.4.

Equation (1.9) may also be written as

(1d+ oIa)x + t(h - isd,.t)ti w 02
and from this the identitp
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("1.O0) X Ldx + i. + ier1 (ady-bdx = + r

is obvious. Now we d&fine.

(1.11) V(z1,.,) = (,.ti)"i t1(s,) . ... _._ __ .
N -.iOr b(z' t(z) "- t

This is the elemenary solution of DV = 0 which we shall use in Green's

formula. its important properties are summarized in

THEOMT l.L I. f a(z), b(z) are complex-valued, unifomnly H-con-

tinuous functions in a rogii•ar domain R. let

(1.12) t(:.) = z + eptp(z)

be a solution of equation (1.9) which possesses uniformly H-continuous

first derivatives in R. Such a solution exists. Defining V(z;z') as

in (1.11), we then have

(1.13) DV(z;z,) = 0.

Further, both the relations

lim U(z) V(zjz') (dx + i4 + ier (a4-bdx)) =U(zf)

F C

lixm U(s) V(z';z) (dz + ir + ier_(w-bdx)) :J-U(zt) 1V Cf
1(,being a circle of radius f about the fixed point z? of R, are valid

for azr k1percomplem function U(z) which is oontinuous at z'o

If a(z), b(z) possess unifoxc'.y B-continuous first derivatives :Ln -P,

and if, in addition, R is regular of order 1, we may assume t(z) to have

uniformly H-cotinuous second derivatives in R. In this case,

(1.13*) D*V(zsf;) = 0,
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P:rooft The existencoe of a g erating solution t(z) and the continuity

properties of its derivatives have alread' been shown. We have only to

verify (1.5) and 1.13*). The second integral in (1.5) can be rritten

-_- 1 UCz') db( t (S) (dz _io•1 (a4dy-bdx))
-(21•!)-1M U-,'t kz• z)-ty-t'- (21i)" . .(U(Z) - U(,,-') 1ixe.lb= (t(=)-tA(Z')) ...

-.. (s,) I -(2fi) 1 12.

To evaluate - we mar introduoe, in accordance with Lamm 1.6, the function

f(z) =- log(t¢z) - t(z,)) log(.-.,) + I" (T_ ) - ' .

- I; o~o•,yv'-="l T(z) - T(W,) k"

• 1

whence 'we see that

fdf(s) =21ti..

The integral on the 1Vt is, however, 21PUiI, since

df(z) tskwo

a relation which follows from LaIma 1.6.

'To prove that 2 tends to zero with we first observe that, if

v is a complex nudoer and 9 ni3yotent, then

--1 r

(t(Z) - tz,))- = (_,z"r 1  (-4)0 ..=LL.(.')

It follows, since T(z) has unif ozly bounded Airat derivatives in R,
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that on C r

where MiL3 a suitable constant independent of Similar•ly,

SM21 U3 being constants independent of f. and ds the element 1ýf arc length

on C? . ITow let 0S) be a modulus of continuity for U(z) at z':
I U! ' - zl.<

for I z-z ý<with lim0( 0=. Evidently.,

C

If follows that 12 does tend to zero with as stated. and thus the

second relation (1 .5) is established.

To prove the other of these relations, let us write the first

intcgal in (1.5) as

f U(z) V(z';z) (dx + idy + ier.1 (adv-bdx))

C

+ TU(z) (V(zt;z) + V(z;z'))(dx + i14 +ierl(atr-bdx)) =J + J2.

We have already shown that J, tends to U(z') as?-+ 0. What remains is
to prove that J2 -* O. First we note that the function

ix(Z)
g(z) I - i.,e .lZ ,

i• is uniormly H-contlin1ous in R:t Cs
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ý g(z) g(z,'l <. K jz~zI h (0c. 1< h 4 oonst.)

Hence., on ),

IV(z';-z) + Vz-l 1(21T i)' (t(z) - t Il)'(~z ~1)

-where K1 i~s a co-.wstant independent of f.Also,

in a neiglhzorhood of z, pay f or -z~.' I .4 For it f ollowas

therefore., thvat

:1 K2 M-3. h

C

asf -. 0, as &sserted.

For slach t(z) as possess continuous second derivatives in R. let us,

finally, verify equation (1.1"*). By (1.11),v

= 12r) ('t-1 (Dtx ier~ t Db

-where we have put t =V(z)., t' = t(z'), aet. We observe, fux7ther, that

from Dt = 0 follows

S= DxDt = D x(D + 0 4 e I(aD. + bDr))t = (Dx ~ + paD + bD ))D

+e (an + bjD)t =DIX + e (tb)
r~1 xx z x r 1 xtx + Cy )

and., in addition,

(1 + er~1 a)tx + (i + er~1 b)ty 0;

the last twio results together give
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t a.r- +z Me I ... b

Hence, (~i ('-) _______[ -ib 1 (1I4r~la) + iflb

DV(z), z) = (2T) ( ) 1 
1 - t eOla .......

= -V(z' 5 s) (ax + b3).

Equation (1,13*) now follows from the fact that

D* =D + el(ax +by).

Theorem 1.1 and Green's formula, applied to a domain consisting of

the points o1 R outside a small circle about the fixed point WO, now ive

us

THEORE 1.2. If a(z), b(z) have uniformly 1-continuous first de-

rivatives in a regular domain H, let t(z) be a function of the tVpe

(1.12) as described in Theorem 1.1, and let V(s;z') be defined from (1.11)

Then for =m7 hypercomplex-valued function U(z) of class C' in R, there is

an integral representation

U(z') J U(z) V(z;zt') (dx + i *+ i.r_1 (adcbf )) - iJ V(s;s') D*U(z) dxd'o
S~R

If R is regular of order I, t(s) may be assumed to have H-continuous

second derivatives in R, and in this case the alterna~ve representation

R

also is valid.

Partial converses to these statements are provided by the combined

assertions -of the two following theoreast
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MEOREU 1.•3. Assume a(z), b(z) have uniformý H-continuous first

derivatives in the regular domain R. If f(a) is a hypercomp•le-valued

function defined and integrable on the boundary R of R, then the integrals

I(zO) = j *f(z) V(z;az) (dx + icbr + ierl(acb,-bdx)),

J(z,) = f(z) V(zIIz) (dx + icdr + ier.1(acbr-bd-))

R

.-epresent functions with H-cotinuous first derivatives in R such that

D*I(z) 0, and DJ(z) = 0,

Proof, in accordance with Theorem 1.1, is by differentiating under

the integral signs,.

THEOREa 1.4. Let R be a regular region of order I in which a(z),

b(z) are assumed to have uniformly H-cotinuous first partial derivatives..

LAt j(z) be a hypercomplex-valued function defined and having uniformly

Ti-continuouw first partial derivatives in R. If V(z; a') is defined as

in Theorem 1 .1, the integrals

s(",) = fJ' j(z) V(z;z,) dxd,
R

T(za) = ST j(z) V(z'•z) dxdy

R

have H-continuous first derivatives in R and in R satisfy the equationsI
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Proof& Reasoning as in the proof of Leama 1.2, we can easi3y show

that

"T,(zl)= J(z) DX1 Sf V(z'jz) dzdl + r•(i() - J(z')) Dý,V(zlp) drdy

R R

and that the second integral on the right satisfies a uniform H-condition

in R. We must also show that
H(sf) f V(zt;z) dmxb

R

has H-continuous first derivatives in R and that

(1.15) DH W) = -i.

To facilitate the discussion of H(z), we shall introduce a new

function

s(z) = (1/2)1 * epSp)
1

which is to have umiformly H-continuous first derivatives in R and to

satisfy there the equation

(1.16) D.(z) = 1,

Vtat is,
. ~(1.16p) (Dz + iDy,)sp(z) + (aDx + bD,)Sl>+1(z) =0 (p a 1..z. ,(2) =Z).

Specifical]., using again the notation

I(Ppu') = -(3/211) 5f dx

R

we define
ar(m) = (2/2)1

sp(s) - I(-(&D•4bD,)a•1• i) (p
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It is clear from Lemua 1.2 that each a P() has uniformly H-continuous fist

de-ivatives in R and that equations (1.16) are satdsfied.

If is adik of radiu about 1 iR, eR(zt) in the limit as

-* 0 of the proper integral

i• V(z,;z) d . 5 V(z';z) D(z)
R-Kt R-K•

or, 1br Green's fortmila, of

-i jg' - V(z',;) s(z) (di + ie,., (adr-bdx)),

since D*V(z'IS) = 0 in R-KC > 0). Theorem 1.1 thus gives us
(z, -is~a,) - I 5 V(Sja) a(a) (dz + ie.lC(a-bdx)),

whence we observe that H(s) has H-cattinuous first derivatives in the

interior of R and that, moreover, the second equation of (1 .14) is justified.

The first can be proved in a similar fashion.I We shall later have need also of

THEOREM 1.5. Let a(z), b(z) have umifoi<r H-continuous first de -

rivatives in a regular domin R of order one, and let V(sz;z) be defined

from (1.11). Let C be a simple, oloeed am-we oontaine d in R havig conp-

tinuous curvaturi, and 3et U(W) be defined and pleoeuise continuous on C.

g4 If U(z) isnB-continuous at a point so of C, the integral

J(51) V(se;s) U(s) (dr + 14r + is (&rnbdz:))

satisfies the relation
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ljm J(z') = J(z) -(1/2)U(zo),
z 1 +5o

as z' tends to z° from the interior of 0.

Prooft By foregoing reasoning,

J(zt• =-(21T"i)-S U(z) d(zý -(2j1i)l Juc) dlog(tcz) - W))

jaC -
=-(2 Iri)"1 u(z) dlogCz-z 1) -(2ri)"1 (U(z)-U(z,)) d I_ T z)-Tz' ..7

The ,:,cond integral on the right is continuous on the boundary because of

the H61der condition supposed for U(z), Ybile the first integral satisfies

lix (f2Th1Y1  S U(z) daog(z,..') =(Itit) U(s) diog(z-z ) + (3,/2)U(z)*
SC C

2, Representation of the solutions of homogeneous systems of equationse

With the aid of CaucW's integral formula, a simple representation can be

obtained for sufficiently regubar solutions of the system of equatiuns

(2.1) DU (P= .D *i + i.• (a(z)fL + b(z)P ))U(z) = o,

Swhere a(z), b(z) are complez-valued functions possessing uniformly H-con-

tinuous first derivatives in a domain R. We shall shxr, namely, that the

manifold of solutions of DU = 0 regular in the neighborhood of a point z0

of R is the manifold of all convergent parer series

(2.2) Cn (t(z) - t(zo))"

* The integral on the right converges absolutely. For proof of this formula,

see H. Courant 1J, pp. 306-31f!.
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with hIpercomplex constant coefficients c., zhere

(243) t(-) = z + e t (-) T z + T(-) (T(z) nilpotent)
P pp

is a £unctioit possessing uniformly H-continuous second derivatives in a

neigh1borhood of z and satisfying the equation

Dt(z) = 0.

We have prev.ously called t(z) a generating solution ofDt = 0, Convergence

of the serien is defined with respect to the metric introduced in the pro-

cedI.ng section. The existence inside a subdomain R of R,, tiich is regul.ar

of ord6r 1, of a function of the type (2.3) with the indicatedLproperties

is guarnteed by Theorem 1.1.

Let U(z).bs. a solution of (2.1) which is of class C' in R. Let C

be a circle about z which with its interior is contained inside Ro . By

the second formula of Theorem 1.2, and by (1.10). (1.11), the value of U

at arm point z' interior to C is

* U(z') = (2r 1i)-1 u(Z) ( ,tz)

bEmploying the exapnsion

n k \{

tT~Y (t~s) tT-tri L't~ 3  - zo + tz -At ( -Z') -

•= k=O

we see that, at the points of anr disk K about z0 which is inside C, U(z)

is, indeed, represented by a series of the form (2.2), its coefficients

defined by (21ri)- S U(s) (t(N) - t(z.)) (st%,Z),

C
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provided that for z' • K the remainder

-1 +- ()) u(s) dt(z)
S. .•(S) - tso))" (NO) - t(s,))
C

tendc unifomx.y to zero. This can be proved in much the sam way as in

the classical case, and further details •ill be 6tted.

Attention is directed to Lemma 1•5 by which the series ewqnsion (2.2)

for an arbitrary regular solution of the system of equations (P.1) am

be mritten as

U(s) I (s) - T(o))kf

the f ,(z) being functions anly~tic at so. Conver'sely, such an evqression

defines a .ýolution U(z) of (2.1).
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3. Uniqueness of the solution of a Caachy problem. An extension of

a theorem of Garleaa6 In a wll known paper, T. Carleman [I] lias com-

sidered :systems of linear equations of ,dixed elliptic and Iyperbolic type

of the form
m n

(D+(M + A"Du 'U; (W cut + cpqeq) +I 'V cuq=m+l
m n

q---1 Z==÷

(p = I, ... , m; s =+19, ... ,

the coefficients

( A) A½(,Y) A' +±A P" ¢At, A? , real A , C1 p ,.,
pp p

iA5 (z,y) (A real; a = M+A,...,n)

being of class C", and the remaining coefficients

0jq (cjq reel)

continuous, inside a semicircle

SD. x2 +y2 d2, x>>.

SThe Caq8, A and the first and second derivatives of the A are assumed to

be mniformly bounded in D *. Carle] n showed that, if a continuously dif-

* Carelman does not state this explicite, but the assumption is certainly
used in the proof tht v< 0 (p.5) ,and in the definition of L, p. 6. This
assumption may also be implicit in Carleman's assertion (equations (12), p. 4)
as to the existence in D of continuously differentiable solutions u(xy),
v(x~y) of the system

of the form P, p

U = Ap"(X, y')(X-X,) + A(;-XI) 2 + 2B(x-x')(,,y') + C(7-yj) 2 +C((CX,-) 2 + (y-)2)

, y.- - AI(x,,Ay)(,.'A), (M-',)2 + ( .. ,)(7-r') 0)(+ G .."') 2 + C 1 (C-',) 2 + C(Y-y, )
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ferentiable solurion of this system vanishes on the y-axis$

up(o.,y) = 0 for jyj <~ d (Up - u%4U~for p46 M; V =..,)

there exists a radius do such that

UPxY = 0 (p M ##-*on,)

in the semi-circl d~ X > 0.

The importance of this theorem lieu, of courwse, in how very little is

required of the coefficients in the equations. * The results previously

known had demanded analyticity of these coefficients. Previous results, on

the other hand, had applied to systems of any type, while Carleman's theorem

excludes all systems of party• parabolic, and some systems of pArty ellintic,

type. CVe shall show how' by Uarlenanis own erthoos, and with the aid of the
results of section 1 his theorem can be extended to alL_-steme of
hyperbolic and elliptic 4e.h .

We begin with the totally elliptic systm of linear qquations

(3.2) (Dx +A D~ +e9 1 XY (Ocmi pq ~q cplU) (P

,in)

where (Xz', y')ED, and A,B,C,,AI,B 1 0,1 are functions of x',y', and C, L1 func-

tions of xy,x',y' which tend to zero with (mX',)2 + (y,) 2*unrf Vly in a
certain neighborhood of =V Igt=O. Carleman does not say *bat kind of
construction he had in mind to prod•ce functions of the tnype $. In Chapter
III, section 2 will be presented a method of construction under thq conditio;
that the A are defined and of class C"' in the entire circle Ke x + y 2 < d4.
To assure this condition, it is, however, eneugh, to require that the A wad

their first, second and third derivatives be defined and unifomv continuous
in the semi-circle %, as the domain of A,, as a function of class Cl,,, could

then be extended, first to the y-ais, next to all of K

See the commentsatPetrankli. [I[t, pp.
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made up of subsystems Yhose principal parts are in canonical form 2rp

represents the mnober of real dependent variables (and of equations for

real quanitti es) in the principal part of the p-th subeystman and

is ep1, . -*epi =I

the standard basis of the algebra associated with it. The coefficients

(3.1A) anI (3.1 ) are define& , the first having uniform3l continuous first,

second, and third derivatives, the second being uniformly continuous. in

D. Iye suppose also that a solution

* (3.lJU) U = ~~p~ (P i~= r
p %qup '~) r pqu~q

q--4 qa4

is knon which is uniformlyT bounded and of clans CI in D and satisfied

(3•.3) Up¢09() = for•ly < d (p - 1,...,.)

and shall ahow there exists a radius do such that

U (¢,Y) = 0 (p Am)

in the semi-circle y d;, x >0.

Following Carleman, we introduce new variables through

t ~ 2 O2)
UPz~ Vý (ojt real, positive)

in terms of *bich equations (3.2) can be written

cD + Ap + ep.-•, D) + (I ,-i+2 ,_ ope(V),
.pery y) ' p p

or, alternatively

(3.4) (Dx + D Ap + epsr, ...1D7)Vep~r , V

wGp (V psy~p 9 pVo
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Let Tk be the hyperbolic arc defined by

x +2 .-cx k2

0 <x< 1/2- r

and let Dk be the domain bounded by Tk and the y-a=is. Oer Dk, we s1al,

like Oarle n, apply Green's formula to the epression (3.4) using for this

purpose a suitable singular solution of the equation

(3.5) (Dz + ApDy + ep,,r,7.Dy)Wp = t(1-2ax + 2 A9P+ 2 ep,,r -1y)Wp = 0.

It is not difficult to produce a Moral representation for the solutions

of equations (3.5) frou which the specific singular solution desired for use

in Green's formula can be obtained. Set

¢D2 =2
PZat~ (37t bec W 'WP

(3.6) (D AD + epr,.') 0

We moy suppose * that in D the awLl iaz7 equationsI (3.7) (Dx .APD)(u+iv) - 0

have a solution

W(S) = W(XY) = u(XY) + iv~xy)

vhich possesses continuous amd unifon3y bounded first, second, and thiid

derivatives ard which is such that not all first dr±Tativw Vý, 1Ls Vx vy

simultaneousl4y vanish at azv point of the closure of D. Then Taylo's Theorem

with rem• ndeo, applied in a nfigborhood of an arbitrary point 2, t xI 44

-See the first footnote of this section and the end of section 2, Chapter XIn*
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of D, shws that

(3.8) A D(zi)
S(W(O) - w(2')) n X(Z;s') * ir(:jz,)

is a solution of equations 04.7) of VW . Now we charge iLdwemdent,

variables by

X = X(z;zf), Y = Y(SzJS)o

Since

Di +A D =rD + DI . +rD A ) 1 D.
X py .1  Apyz D, + [(D + .L,]D

(DI = 8- etc.), we have from (3.7) and (3.0) that

(D1 + AD )Z = tL(D + ADP)X1 (Di + * rZ

and, hence# that
(3.9) (DX4Dy + ep, ~lD)ZP " •D.OpD)X1(DLd&l.....l(5D ))Zp,

where

a = Xy/(DCAYD7 )X, b = y/(Dj•AD 7 )X. *

Let s(XUd) NS(ZaZ') be a generating solution of the homogeneous equation

obtained by setting the right side of (3.9) equal to zero. (The deeigwtion

t(X+iy) was used in section 1). As us have shown in section 1I the ant

general solution of this eqation (i.e., of equation (3.6)) in an smuadio

function

F(s(X+if)) an F(S(n;s'))

of the generating aolutionj in oonsequence, the most geral solution of

d e observe that, by (3.8), (3.7), (D4,4D,)X a0 iplies oZ, a I n r. Ty. a 0,

hence, that w - wy - O, an eqaalty that is excluded in the clore of D.

j * more exactly, a am of suoh fmtios vito A kIpercow3zx coefficients
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(3o5) is a fUnction of the form

(3.10) '1 t(Z4Y a ) F(S(S~S')).

As the first step in suitab2y, choosing FO we recaU that X and T are

expressible in terms of x,,y by equation2s of the form Qk) of a preceding

footnote. By a result of Calm (pW t the fo~ that there

exist numbers; ?,, a,, independent of p., suoh. that

x + -r _ X .0 + CJx + Cj+ 203flr + C4 (X2..X2) + (12+y2)t(XvY)

for

where the Cq are conaplea-valued constant, and

(,12) R<O

in the closure of the dmeln (3.11).

The second stop inbfliznrg F' is to introdoco

n e~t(Co + Cl02)*(I+') + (%± 3)(a(X.~LT)) 2 (8(x.Y) )1,

j ~By definition of s(Z+I.!) see (1.8),

ex.Y 2)FISZz) = ot(x2+y2)ft(z#r) O *TQ~ UJxlj (tA50'sy

I where Q is a rea3o-valued function and 11 ullpotowt * Now we can define

It foflowa in view CC (3.12) and of the cotbimity assumpt±3s ua&, that

there exists a constant K' such that

*R,,QONOS an1 depend on ps, but this depawdeo. need not be wel2±ctl

indL~oated,
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hence, there exists a constant K sudh that
(3.-13) W ztl< V ,I,-

It is convunent here also to observe that, since equations (3.6) are

satisfied by S(z;z'),

dS(z•,,) = $s,,;zt)c+S (;'y = 6 (,Sj,) ¢o -( Prp, _4)'),

and, hence,

(3o1)' W (z;s') (c%- (A p4p,rp-l)dz)

SC2WI- 1 Sit(Q(z;s,) - Q(z' ;z,)) *t(N(s;s,) - N(O4 ;s,) 3).s ,) •(sz,)

Let us now wirte Green's formula

(3-15) Dkjis ()w#P~ z ~ WV,(cbr (A 49(,ý)x

for the d•main obtained from Dk by deleting the interior )C of a -1-1

circle / about the fixed pont z' F D The limit of the area int• l uas

sbrinlm to z' exists in view of (3.13). The limit of theintegral over

tends to VP(z'), a aybeihxn from (3.14) bv the proaswres wed in

Theorem 1.1. Hence,
(3.16) V (0) TSPVP( - (Ap 4p) 1 Hp(V)Wp dil

k 1i~~i

This epression corresponds entfre3Jy to ecpation (18) in Carlemats pe~r,

and from nr on the azsmut is exactly like Carlan's (pp. 6-9). Ue

extension from totaW elliptic systems to Wyota of mixed 61lipti and

hyperiolie", type also can be oarried out in the present ease Just asarleamn

had propsed for his auuuhat =we special mystea.
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CFAPTER III

BOUNDARY PROBLM

L. * tremm principle and uniqueness theorems. If two functions

u(y~y), v(xy), which are of class Of in a domain R, there satisfy the

Caudhy-Riemnn equations:

u-V =0

I +y =00

neither function can be greater (less) than the maimum (minimu=) of

the function on the boundary. Proof is usually based upon the lact

that u and v each satisfies a certain secon-order elliptic equation,

rnamaly, uj, + i = 0, whose solutions previously are known to possess

the extremum property in question.
v(x,y)

Functions u(x,y)Aof class C' in a domain R in which

S(1.1) (D + (b, + ibD )(u + iv) - 0 (b" x 0 in R)

I also are subject to this extemum principle, at least if b', b" are

sufficiently smoth functions of (xy) in R. On the assuaption, for

instance, that b = b' + ib" is H8lder-contlnuous in each closed sub-

domain of It, 1•y a suitable change of variables I w X(xy), Y = Y(xy)

the canonicaU elliptic system (1 .i) can be reduced to the Gauchy-Rie-

mann equations

(Dý + 0T)(u + iv) = 01

thereby, extramum properties of solutlons of a system of first-order

equations ,gain are derived from previousay known atr,== properties

of solutions of seoond-order equations.

A different kind of argment can be given which utilizes no prior
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knowledge about second-order equations, and,, also not involving aqy

change of variables, applies to systems of the form (1.1) in which b

is mere3y continuous in R. The argument will be developed in a series

of 3ammas.

MWA 1J Let

map a bounded domain R of Euclidean n-space into this n-space. It is

assumed that each Fi is of class Cf in the closure of R and, in addi-

tion, that the functional determinant

J(z) 0 = n w.(.,, Un)

is non-nega&,ive in R. Then the image F(S) of the set

s = [X \ J(x) =o]

is nowhere dense in the image F(R) of P,

Prooft It suffices to show that F(S) has exterior measure zero.

Indeed, S is closed, hence F(S), its continuous image, also is closed,

whence it follows that if F(S) were dense in some sphere K, F(S) would

contain K and not, thus, be of measure zero.

Choose > 0. Let N = N be an open set covering(S) such that,

at any point x of the inverse image T of N, tJ(x) < .

The measure of the open set T is bounded uniform1r vth respect

to Lsay

iTI ( B,
where B in the measure of the bounded set R. The measure of l1# the



irage of T, is at most

T T
where dx represents the volume element in the u-dimensional xr-space

"cnsidered. It follows that the measure of N4 can be made arbio

trarily small by sufficiently reducing • , i.e., that F(S) has outer

wa~sure zeroo

LMIA 1.2. Under the bypotheses of Lemma I.I let U be an open,

full sphere contained in the image of R: U C F(H). Assume the closure

of U is disjoint from the image of the boundary R of Rx U A F(R) =0O,

Then in U the degree of mapping of R into F(R) is positive.

Proof. Let X be any component in R of ihe set antecedent to U0,

Since U contains no image point of the boundary of R, F(X) U,ý

F(X):U* i.e., F maps X into U, the boundary of I into the

boundary of U. The degree of this mapping of X into U, called a local

mapping is, therefore, constant in U. By Lemma 1.1, U contains a full

sphere U1 which does not intersect F(S): i.e., 17'(x) C U1 implies J(x) > O0

Let X, $x2,..o be the components in X of the open set which is ante-

cedent to U1. Thus, xi C- P (i ) FC 1 1U, , and F (ii) C= U &S Awe

have seen, J(x)> 0 in each IiI it follows that the local degree of

mapping of Xi into U1 is positive for evqry i, and the same is, there.

fore, true of the degree of mapping in U, of X into U. But the degree

* The boundary of any point set V is riwesented as Vo



of mappirn of X into U is constant and, thus, also must be positive.

We ave thus shown that the local degree of mapping infU f U oofo-

nent of its inverse image'is necessarily positive, and fron this it

fol2.cws iimmdiately that the global degree of mapping in U of R into

F(R) also is positive.

LMML 1.3, Let us make the hypotheses of Lema 1.1 and assume,

in addition, that for every point I of the boundary of RO

F , 'CI

where C is a constant. Then any open set contained in the range of

F must lie in the half-space

Proof: A point (u 1 ... qu rbcu isnhotron

ponent of the cv.mp~ement of the ledge of R; hence, the degree of m4 -

ping, over a neighborhood of such . point is zero. By Lemma 1.2, this

neighborhood was not vered by the mapping.

LMI 1.4. Let
i = 'Y= I ... . .,n n ) ,

(or, for short, u = F(x)) where the Fi are of class C' in the closure

of a bounded domain R. Suppose that the functional determinant

is non-negative in R, and, moreover, that J(x) can vanish in R only if

each partial derivative S also vanishes. It, finally, each point

of the boundary of R is mapped into the half-space ul o (o oonut),S
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then each point x ' R also is mapped into this half-spaces

WCx) <( a (x C R).

Prooft Let T be any component of the inverse image of that part

of F(R) in which ul > c. Because the mapping is continuous, ul = c

on the image of the boundary of T. Also, J(x) = 0 in T, for otherwise

F(T) would contain an open set, a contradiction to Lemma 1.3. Hence,

u = F(x) is constant in T And is, thus, a point~fr which u = c.

But this contradicts the definition of T, unless T is empty.

THEOREM I. I. Let R be a bounded domain in the xy-plane in which

the functions u(x,y), v(x,y) are defined and of class O' and satisfy

the elliptic system of partial differential equations

(1.2) (D + bD )(u + iv) = 0,
y

Where b(xj) = b' (x,y) + ib" (xy) is continuous, and b"(xy)>O, in Ro

Suppose, further, t•hl u(xy) is continuous in the closure of R, and

that, at all points (Tcj) of the boundary of R, u(i,3y) • 0. Then

u(xy) .< 0 at all points (x,y) & R.

Proof: From the given system of equations, which may be written

+ bfu - b"v = 0,

vx + bIv, b"u = 0,

we see

X 1ý + bu,• uy •,, 2 ).
YC , ) =b== (

Lem=a 1.4 thus applies to ar component TcC the open set

(xy) u(xy) >lo] (c > 0), a set on Whod bowldary u= a. By

this lemma, therefore, u(x,y) £ o in T., a contradiction if Tc is not



vacuous. Since c can be arbitrarily small, the concalsion of the

theorem follows.

THEORDA 1.2. Suppose that all the hypotheses of Tbeorem 1.1

hold and, in addition, that u = 0 on the boundary of R. Then -u(xgy)

v(=,y) are both identically constant in R.

Prof: By Theorem 1.1, u(z,y)40 in R and, by a dal argmeni,,

u(x,y) , K)in R; hence, u M 0 in R. The differential equations then

assert vx - 0, v. = 0 in R.

Uore generally, we have the

COROLLARY 1,2.1 Let R be a •ounded domain in the qr-plane in

which the. functions up(xy), vp(xy) (p - 1,...,r) are defined and of

class C' and satisfy the ollipti systea of differential equations
(1.3) (Dx b + D) (+ + a). D ,

iwhere b(x,y) = b'(xsy) + ib"(xy) is continuous, and b"(x,y). > 0, in

R. Suppose, further that up(xy) (p.= is continucus in the

closure of R, and that up =0 onthebOU Ia7 OfR. Then

%(x~y), vp(xy) are all idmetically conatant in R.

Proof: -quao -"- t4 t

(D + bD *(ur+ivr) =0o

Thus, by.the boundaz7 conditions and Theoem 1.2, ur + i MrCot

If up+, =const., then (D.+ bD )(up +iv p)aO,,and,,again
by appl~ring Theorem 1.2, up + iv, = consto

IP
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THE0RM 1.3. Let R be a bounded domain in the Xr-plane in which

the furntions u(xy), v(xy) are defined and of class GI ad satisfY

the elliptic bsstem of equations (1.2). where b(xy) - b'(xy) + ib"(x,y)

is continuous, and b"(xy)> 0 in A. Then u(x,y) cannot be greater (less)

at an interior point of R than its maxd (miniuu) an the bowudazi.

A dual statement holds for v(x,y).

Proof. Theorem 1.1 is aMppied to arW component of the domain

F- R I u(zxy) > lUax u(io) + C£> 0).

2. A bou probleX for canonical elliptic system. Let

a~x) = at( W +ia"(x), b(x) - bt(x) + ibg(z) bo complorevalued,uni-

formly X-continuous functions in a convex domain R1 of xlx2-qpace

and let

IL(ziD) E aWD I + b(z) D 2+o*r- D

bWthte dyer pendentvariabed wts represnted s an N~o let ibenctounde

~2 ,, rpv)

ofr abfinite umber of sioile clse curve s eao wit conatinoson'ue

C () ~cq '-q)jU(x) 3- *q (% +r(,(7-uP~ + ivy).

our obec finite nuber tof somlve clnsd th re s steaoh wit econtinous wa



(2A LCx X,)U MucID x):j + ±vix)w + nl,(x) vp) O (z)

prescribing up(x) = fp(z) (p = 1,...,r) on R, the fp (z) being H-con.-

tinuous functions them,.

It can be assumed that

(2.2) aT(z) b"(x) - a"(x) bt(x) = 1.

W~ith

( 2-3) 10 - X1 -(zTX = -b, (z) x1 +a (zC) x2,

x2 = X2 Czjx) - -b"(s) x' + a."(z) X2$

we flen have the inportant identity

(2.4) MWIz;) [D1 + O~ +. eri'-i L (-i'Z) rflI - a"(:) 2)

in which the principal part of (k.1) is put into the form disuossed in

Chapter II. Proceeding as in Chapter II, section 1, we now introduce

the bypercomple function

t(z;X) =x1 +iX2 + ep, (ia(z))--P- a(z) I ,

*ich is a generating solution of the equation

M(s;D ) t(&jX) a 0

We introduce also the elemntary solution for the latter equation

V(XI) = V(z;X,!) = (2•1 -)'1 • t(x;X) (1 - orIa"(a))l (t(,,X)-t(;))-

ihoee properties are as described in Chapter 2, Theorems 1.1 to 1.5.

Let

H(sZxy) - -V(z; X(Z;x), X(z;Y))
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By rheorem 1,1 of Chapter 2, in view of (2.4),

(2. 5) W(nrý) H(W xy) = 0.

0(Z) (t (s;x(s;x)) - tzxzy)

O(z) -,-b(z) (2 y) + a(s) ( -Ly .)

+ P*'z)r5'az (-bi(z) 1 +1 *al(s) (2 J-

there O(z) satisfies a uniform H8ider condition in R, From this can

be, deduced the impartart estimates -

"l(zp =y) O= ( lX-7 )
(2.6) H(~y) - H(x;xy) = 0( )x-y )

hh-2

an. by (2o5)..

where h (0< h < 1) is not greater than the RAlder exponent for

a(z), b(z) in .

We shall aproach the boundary problem in a fashion suggested by

certain methods of S. E. Levi 11,2] and 0. Giraud 13] developed to

treat elliptic equations of the second order. Of central inporatnee

will be
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L•LA 2.1, If P(x) is a bypercomplex function Wnich is bounded

and absolutely integrable on R and satisfies a H3er condition at an

interior point zO of R, then the integral

V(30 P(y) H(y,;zsy) or (t = ct1 oy

has H-continuous first derivatives at x and

(2.8) L(x,D ) V(x) =-P(x) + ry) L(x,]) H(y;xy)

R,

at x=x0

Proof •V We may write

V(x) P(Y) H(oxY) dy + P(y) (H(y;xy) - H(x;xy)) d'=V1 (x)

Ri R
+ T2(z)

A7 Theorem 1.4 of Chapter 2,

(2,9) M(xo, D ) V1 (x) =-P(xo).

To differentiate V 2(x), we simply form difference quotients at x = zo

aid pass to the limit., e result, in viewof the estimates (2.6), is

(P.10) Dg2X V P(Y) [1D (H(y;x~y) - H(x0;xxy))] cr,<Lo -_ R, 0=0

Further,

,1(,3x 0 D) (i(y;x,y) - H(zo;xg)) = M(xosD) H(y;x,y)

by (2-5). Hence., and because also of the esticate (2.7),

IA(x'Dx) V2(x) = P(Y) Lu(x°'Dx) R(y;x,y)]

R•

Sas in asimilarproof given by b. Hopf L1] ,LOOMm 1, 203
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from which, and from (249), formula (2,8) is completely justifiedo

That the first derivatives of V(x) are H-continuous at x follows

fro the H-continuity at that point of the derivatives of VI (x) and of

J2 () For V, (x), this statemntm has been proved in Theorem 1.4,

Chapter 2; for V 2 (Wj, it follows from Theorem 3, . Graud. Pi ,* 373.

in' view of (2.6), (2.10).

As additionail preparation far setting up the stated boundary

problem in terms of a system of integral equations, we nou introduce

the folloyinL functions *

K(x~y;o) L(x,D) H(y~xsy)o

SK(x~y;m) = K(x,z;o) K(z,y;m-1) da.

R,

LaM.• 2.2. Bach K(x,y;m) is continuous in x and in y (x,,yt R),

: Px y, and for (m+1)h 4 2,
(m+I) h-2

K(Xtyjm) = o( Ix-yt i )

Ifi m is sufficiently large, K(x,y;m) is continuous with respect to all

x,:- in R, .

This lamma is an imediate consequence of Theorem 3, Giraud 121

p. 150.

LUXIA 2.3. If y is a fi:.led point of R1 , then K(x,y;m) (m. = 0, 1,.o.)

is 1-continuous with respect to x at each point zo of R, distinct from y.

• in partial analogy with the procedure of Giraud $ pp, 22-23,
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Proof: This statemient is true for m 0,Q To prove it in general., lot

D R, be a disk about y of radius loss than (1/3) (zo-qy and write

K(x,y;M) + f IK(x~z;O) K(z,yju,-1) dz tI'(x) + I"(x).

We may restrict x by requiring

Then for z in D, under this restriction,, K(x.,z;O) satisfies a H8lder

conditim, at x 0 say lK(x,s;-O) - K(z01s;O)( < x - x J.and,

therefor so does IP(x):

Ix)- 1t(xo)1 <-. OT IK(x*;sO) - K(xosz;O)l IK~z.,y~m-1)j dz.s KIx-x0oJKI zD' ..1I
D D

For z in R,- D. K(z,y;m-1) is continuous by Lemma 2.2; hence, Le.uia

2.1 applies to I"(x).

Finafl~y, we define

II(xOy;-O) = Hl(y;x..y)

H(XPY;M) = H(y;X~Y) + H(zjxzs) K(z~y; q-.1) dzr H(y;xpy) +J(x,y;m).

q=1 R1.
Lem-nas 2.3 and 2.1 show that

(2. 11) L(x,D x) H(x.,y;m), K(x,y,;m).

We als nr
We also not

(2.12) J(,xy;m) 0= OC -yf )
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Let us asstme., in accordamxe with Lemma 2.2, that m is so large that

"the right side of (2.11) is continuous in (xy) in Rp, Ne set

(2.11) U~i ~ yxy xy ~ S II(X.'YiM) Q(y) (-.b(y) dy 4AY)4y2

"1 R

'Tad atterpt to determine hypercon!plex functions

r

P+)=L e Prz ij x)

Q(p ½- e (z)
+ p-p

P=I

S(PT, Pr;, (p real), defined and H-continuous for x& R, z 1 1, respectivelj,
Pp

sach that U(x) is a solution of the stated problem. One set ofi 2r integral.

f equations involving the 3r unknown real functions, obtained b,- app3,ying
Lawma 2.1ý0 is

(2.14) C.(7,)5 - (Py) X(=,'O) • K(z.,ym) Q(y) (-b(y-) 4t1 + a(y) •"

These equations are equivalent to the differential equations (2.1)assum-

ing that the representation of the solution (2.13) is justified. They

must be supplemented by r additional equations which expreasthe boundary

conditions

XII peZ) (z•) epfp(z) f(z) ( .ci),
p=1 P:4

equations which will follow from the behavior at the boundary of the

second integral 13(m) on the right side of (2.13). First, let us write
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B (x) + a'H Yy)Y cb) ý()2 1r

+ J(xy;m) Q(y) (-b(y) b , + a(y) dy2 er cb w B, (x) + B2
+

and observe that B2(x) is continuo+ at R because of (2.12). Secondly,

i f X0 F ,

"W S H(x3yxy) Q(y) (-b(xo) c- + a(z0) oy 2 _ - at

R
~b(y))dyý + (a(y) - (x,)) d

R

+ .5(I{(y;x,y) - H(x0;x,y)) Q(y) (-b dy) cb a(Y) (t2 -r~ * bý

= B I () + B 2 (x) + B13 (x)"

B1, 2 (x) is continuous at zo in view of the H-contirmitt' of a(y), b(y) at

points of 1.

B13 (x), similarly, iscontinuous at xo, because of the second estimate

(2.6).

The third step is to change variables by

x = X(oxx x), -= (xo•,)

we then have

B, 1 (x) = F(•3 - v(xr) (l + i2 ie (C-iat(xo) d+ia"(o) d."l )).,



where Q(y) = Q(Y), ard R is the image of R. Since, by Theorem 1.5,

Chapter I1,

.rn, F(X) = F(Ieo) + (1/2) Q(xo),

,here IX =X(o;xo), it tollows that

Urn B(x) = B(x) + (1/2) Q(xo).

Thus$ the desired suppimentary set of integral equations is

(2.15) f(z) = (1/2) Q(z) - S P(y) H(y;z,y) b- + TH(z,y;m) Q(y) (-b(y) tr1

2, R
+ a(y) •2',-

We have shown that if a solution of our boundary problem exists

and admits a representation of the form (13),' we P(x),. Q(z) are

H-continuous in their respective domains, the latter functions must

satisfy the system of integral equations (2.14)=, (2.15). Ificonverse~y,
these integral equations have a solutionF~x), Q(z) (x& R, z R)

then the latter functions are H-continuous * , and for.iula (2.13) de-

fines a continuously differentiable function which solves the stated

problem.

It remains to ascertain when the system of integral equations

(2.14-15) has a unique solution. Clearcut general conditions are

* This can be seen most easily after iteration. Also see Giraud L3]

pp. 27-28.
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* apparently difficult to obtain ** And again following Giraud ***, I

restrict attention to su'ficiently small regions homothetic to a fixed

region R whose boundary consists of a simple closed curve C having

continuous curvature. We suppose the closure of R0 to be contaired in

a bourned convex domain R1 in which, as required at the beginning of

this section, the coefficients a(x), b(x), C (x), D (x), and the right,

hand side of equation (2.1) G(x) are H-cotinuous. The prescribed

boundary values f(z) are required to be IJ-continuous on C. Assuming

R to contain the origin let us change variables by0

i i (to)
it 2 to range over R0 Equations (2.1) then become

(2.1l) (a(kt)D 14b(kt)D 2 + OrD 2)U4k (C(kt)UD(Ict)u) = (kt);

p__1

the corresponding integral equations will be designated (2.14k) and (2.,1k).

Reducing k is the same as homothetically shrinking R 0 . If k tends to zero,
4C equations (2.1k) tend a system of entire3,y homogeneous equations (2.1o

w•th constant coefficients. In case the IFreuholm resolvent for the in- '

tegral equations (2.14o), (2.35 0 ) which correspond to (2.10) is regular

(and leads in the limiting case, therefore, to a unique solutionfor the boundary

problem), by continuity the resolvent for the integral equatio'.

• Attention is called, however, to the irgeious reasoning used by
2. E. Levi 12] pp. 8-16, footne p. 19, in his discussion of the
Dirichlet problem. Such -reasoning appears not to apply when a contour
integral is involved.

PP 383384



( o4 5i~1,) P* S wl-oIr2 b regular., if kc > 0 is sufficieint~y ~a-a"

ho our 'P-caboh,c ir. radu~ced to shoving that a solution of equ~ations

The~ vf.;oM-e~nts in ezqations (2.10) being constant.. we may assumc

L-h~, equat- urto to be olf the form

(D DO * +, J + aD 1 + bD 2 ))U =0.

Yx t x x

The integral 2. 1ationm (2ý'h'0 ) , (2.1 5*) then, rediioe, respectiveJy, to

pi~x) 0

mrd to

(2.1,) f (2) =(1/2) )(z) 1jic I

-(1/2) Q(a) - (2T1'i)- Qy d2.og(t(y)-.t(z))

C r-t4 (

=(/'q(z) -(2 Tr±I)- 5Q(y) dloy) + dZ E

See Seoctioi' 1,, ChApter 2., Tihat we have to show is that equa~tion, (2,16)

haw only ti-c zero soluti~on, for f(z) = 0. Equating coefficients of r

14r have.

(2.17) Qr(z) Qh ) dy R I log (Y-01) ds

- -~ Q(Y) d og(y-zj CIS,
C

*afiter safficient iteration



whence Qr(z) 0 0. AssMir %,"'#( =o 0 r)., we ray rext

vetIfy that satisfies an integral relation of the form (2.17) and,

hence, also vanishes,, It follows that Q(z) = 0 as was to be proved.

We remark that k is independent of the prescribed boundary values

f(z), k also is independent of G(W), the right hand side of (2.1)t a

fact which follows from

LIMA 2.4, Under the hypotheses stated at the beginning of this

saction, in any sufficienty small subdomain R. of R1 p there exists a

particular solution of class C' of equations (2.1).

jProoft Set

u(x) = \ P(V) H(yjxsy) dy.

The integral relations

G(x) = .P(x) + L(xD.)H(y;zy) P(y). c

R
0

then serve to determine P(x) assuming R to be sufficient3,v small.
0

Let k be so small that, in accordance with the preceding, the

integral equations (2.14k),t (2.,1k) have a unique solution P(k;x), Q(•;z).

Estimates of these functions and of their HOlder coefficients can then

be made ** from vhich by (2.13) we may obtain bounds for the solution

U(k;x) of the boundary problem for (2.1k) and for its derivatives. let

do be an i•per bound on 1 for G(x), Gf the H8lde coefficient for G(x)

on Rv; let us assume f(s) =0. Then there exist constants kj, k 2 , k,

such that

* See Courant-Hilbert,. Yolo 2, pp. 269-.270.

** The first of these estimates is fiwnshed by Fredholm theory, the
second by means such as are employed by Uiraud1.3j pp* 27-28.
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(2, 1) f,•(k=x)j+ <, o°

D P0 U(k,-x)l< Kp + 4 Gj

where k1, !Lr tend to zero with k.

This is an opportune place to insert proof of a statement re-

quired in section 3, Chapter 2, to the affect that, if A(xsy) is a

wplem.viluxd.non-real function of class C". in a neighborhood of

the origin in the V-plane, then there is a disk K about the origin

in vwich the equations

(2019) (D +A•),o

have a contintousJr differentiable solution w(,V) whose first de-

rimatives do not all vanish at the origin. * More specifically,

we shall show there exist polynomialas ith complex coefficients

P(X,:) p + pI 2V + p11 z 2 +3 + P2 + +

,Y) ~ ~ ~ ~ p, = t 9*,P 7 P21X ~ p 2? 7 +P 23V +

Q(x,T) = q, 1 1 2 + Nq y +q +q13  
2  lj3 + q y+ q 32Y2

+ q 21

p1 being arbitrary, and there exists a con~inuou&3y differentiable

function V(xy), such that

U=P +QV

is a solution of (2.19).

To do sor we first write the ex Msio

A(xoy) = ac + ax + .a + a1 z 2 + &I + &3y2 +.(Asy),

W We observe also that w(xo), like any other solution of (2.19)
which is continuous3, differentiable in K, in of classa'" in the
interior of K. This fact ban be proved from Oreen's fornWla.



where %0 ia non-real,, vnd= 2 2

R(xy) = o((x2 + y)/) •x,7) = oR2 , ) R(xy,) =9(x2 + y2).

Given p1 , P2 to satisfy P1 + aop2 = 0, we evidently can determine the

Fpik such that (2 + '4,R)D,)P(xy) is a mum of third orde tertms, i.e.,
(P 2 2312).(D + AD )P = R (x,y) = 0((X2 +Y)

X y 1

Simi.larly, given q11 , q1 20 q13 satisfying

ill +oi1 %q1 2 = o, qI 2 + aq 1 = 0.

thte q2j can then be so fixed as to assure

(D +AD)Qy 
2) 3/2

Our actual choice of the qlk will be such that

(2.20) JC x2 + %2V + qj 21 > (~2 c > 0)*

a condition which guarantees the Lipschitz-continuity in K of the

functions

b1 (x,y) =R1 (xy)/Q(xy), b2 (x,y)/Q(X,.),

assuming K to be sufficiently small.

To prove our statemnt, it is now obviousu] enough to produce a

continuously differentiable solution of the linear equation

• This is easily done. Assuming, without loss of generality, that

ao = i, we may, for instance, take q1 =1, q12 =1, i9 = -1. The

quadratic form in question then becames

2 2
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(D1 + AD )V +b 2  + b,=0.

This can be done for sufficiently small K by means of a suitable inte-

gral representation as employed above.

3. A problem for systems of differential equations of mixed el-

lirtic and hyperbolic t For each j = I,...,s, let

(31) EJ

be aa elliptic expression in

U,= ek i (ujk + ivik)

k=-I

of the same tjpe as the left side of (2.1). Its coefficients will be

assumed to be uniformly H-continuous in a doain R of the xp-pi e.o

Let C be a simple closed curve having continuous curvature which with

its interior R is contained in I1 and is such that

(1) each system of equations

(3.2) E (Uj) = GJ(x) (J =

the GJ(x) being uniformly H-cotinuous in RH, has one and only one so-

lution inR such that ujk (k = 1,..., rj) assumes arbtrarily prescribed

H-continuous valueson C.

Let l defined for x, 1ý and for

satisfy the inequality M

X 2 (, -1).

(o0 <•
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We shall suppose R to be such that,

(2) the solution of (3.2) for vhich the prescribed boundary

values vanish satisfies

D D8 Ui(x)K < 20 + k G',
G° being an upper bound on # for G(x)I, G' the H6Lder coefficient

.or G(x) )n • where

Let
(3.4) :I(W) = pjk(D I + AJD 2 +B1 B) Wk (J *M..;t)C- I

be a hyperbolic system of t linear expressions in w = (W1,.°..wt). to

shall suppose the coefficients of (3.4) to 4e of class C' in RI. AS

suppose also that

(3) the hyperbolic system of equations

(3.5) Hi(w) = (x),

Fj being of claSsC' in R1, has one and only one continuoux2y differen-

tiable solution in R, which coincides on a f ized initial curve I with

arbitrarily prescribed continusualy differentiaMA initiL fncmtiobs.

ioL ..•(X,•,...,,P) . defined and ofo l fC forz z & • and for.

allw satisfy the inequaia3ty

I I I"Lp=
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We shall sp.ose, finally, that

(4) the solution of (3o5) for *hich the prescribed initial

values vxansh satisfies

(3.6) C,~ ma fqx

D a () 0 2 tuax ((q(x) 1 D fq(z))

where
cl, P 2 <Max (c, c/ML,) (O0 < I)<

SWe shall show, under the foregoing Iypotheses, that the equations
(3.7) EJ(UJ) = KJ(x, A,.

Hwk(r) = Lj(x,.

'where the symbols wt ,All stand for the uk, vr, have one and only

one solution such that the ujk (k = 1,...,r.) assume arbitrarily pro-

scribed H-continuous values on C and W1,...,v arbitrarily prescribed

continuouily differentiable initial values on the initial curve I.

Lot us write the systea in more abbr ted form as

E(v) = K(x,,)

H(W,) =f I,(x,).

Let w , w2h .. be a sequence of functions (having M components as

above) which are continuous and have uniforml bounded first deriva-

tires in R1 -C and which satisfy the stated initial and boundary

cotnitions and the equations
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4"

H(w,+) = L(zw(x)) (n =1,.)

in IY-C. With the notation

p•=1 ... $t, p•t;1 .. ,M

xER1-C ztc CIy,
we have from (3.3), by conside ng t he euat~on\

.- i - r)= E(wn) - C(wn) = K(z,-n(z)) - K•,i .x)),

where Wo is a constant. Using the second estimate of (3.f), ,re have,

further, - +z~-

n+c( (x'

M

Further conputation using the second estimate Nof (3.6) then shows, in fact, that

I=0° "I (WD•-+, -Wn) < c3 ¢-. - -,_I) I henwce •)

An im3 ediate consequence of the ineqates (3.C), (3.9) i- the uniform

convergence in ao-a of the sequce (Wo) and oe " the sequeof es of ith

furtial derivatives. This co,,3et the proof.
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